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s you get this issue, MG 2013
is just a couple of weeks away.
There is still time to get your
plans set and to attend. By the current counts, it looks like it will be
the largest NAMGBR convention on
the West Coast ever! Not to mention that Oregon has great summer
weather so there should be lots of
opportunities for top down driving or GT grand touring along the
Pacific Coast, through the Oregon
wine country, maybe a quick visit to
Portland (mmmm…Voodoo Donuts…
mmmm), and a whole host of other
great venues.
Now for a bit of business – I need
your feedback! One of the biggest

benefits of your membership is getting the club magazine. That makes
it important that the MGB Driver is
meeting your expectations and that
the magazine is dynamic enough to
entice non-members to join. What
kinds of updates to the magazine
would you like to see? Do you have
any ideas to spark more interest in the
club? I’m not fishing for complements
here – I really want to make sure that
we’re meeting the membership’s
needs and helping grow the register.
Just a reminder to get me your
Readers Rides. All I need is a photo or
two and a few sentences about yourself and your car. Should just take five
minutes – OK, maybe ten.

Bob & Marie Sherman
Willamette MG Club
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Chairman’s Chat
Richard Liddick
Chairman
NAMGBR

B

y the time you read this MG 2013
will still be a few weeks off and
I hope there will soon be some
more fond memories of another North
American MGB Register convention,
(our 22nd to be exact) for the history
books. Without knowing how it actually will turn out I can only predict
that a good time will be had by all. I do
know that as things stand right now
there are over 250 cars signed up and
that MG 2013 will be our largest west
coast event ever.
I would like to thank the members
of the Willamette MG Club for all of
the planning and hard work they have
put in to ensure that that their fellow
NAMGBR members will get a taste of
Oregon and be able to enjoy their MGs
in such a beautiful location. Look for
a detailed write up on the event in the
next issue of the MGB Driver.
Moving on, Ken Smith has told me
that he plans on stepping down as the
MGB Registrar at our AGM in October.
Ken has been a part of this organization since day one. Ken served as
Editor of the MGB Driver from 1991 to
1997; the MGB Registrar from 2001
to present; the Registrar for the 1967
MGB/GT Special from 2003 to present;
and the MGB LE Registrar from 2006
to present. Ken plans to stay active in
the club by retaining the position of
the MGB LE Registrar for the foreseeable future.
Big thank you goes out to Ken,
and let’s not forget his wife Barby,
for not only their work for the North
American MGB Register, but also
for their work on behalf of the MG
6
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marque. I can still remember the first
time I met them at a local show in
1986; Ken drove in with the Moss Mobile while making the show rounds. It
seems like just the other day.
Ken was one of the reasons I
joined NAMGBR. He gave me a copy
of the MGB Driver and a membership
form at MG 92. It took me until March
of 1993 to write the check and put it in
the mail, but it’s been a fun ride ever
since.
It’s amazing what influence one
man can have on so many people.
I can bet he placed hundreds, if not
thousands, of membership forms
and copies of the MGB Driver into the
hands of current and former members. Ken’s motto back then was, “Go
Get a Member” asking us all to spread
the word about the Register to follow
MGB, MG Midget, and 1100/1300
owners we knew in our local clubs or
met at shows. I ask you today to do the
same and help the North American
MGB Register grow, “Go Get a Member”!
In closing I want to remind the
members that my term as chairman
is coming to an end in October and
we have two positions on the board
that are open for election (chairman)
or reelection (treasurer) and if you are
interested in serving the club you need
to get your “Letter of Intent” submitted to the board and the editor of the
MGB Driver now. Remember, this is
your club and it only works if you do.
Safety Fast!
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Richard
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MGB Registrar
Ken Smith
MGB, MGB LE, & 1967 MGB/GT
Special’s Registrar

Cars being loaded at a United States distribution center.

H

ello there! Lots to get through
in this issue so here goes. We
continue to receive information
on the two photographs of the Limited
Edition MGB being unloaded fully
equipped. (See MGBD issues 1 & 2,
2013). We had a note accompanied by
a rough photo from Larry Brough who
said the LEs are being offloaded from
the rail carriers, which could indicate
they had been delivered to someplace
else. British cars were offloaded at the
port of Galveston for British Overseas
Motors, where they were cleaned up
and then loaded back on to rail carriers
for delivery to Fort Worth where the
company had a distribution center.
Here is an old photo from the Rosenberg Library in Galveston showing a
similar loading or unloading method.
Our man in Abingdon at the time,
Adrian, also wrote that Jacksonville
had a large depot for the import of
cars from the UK with a PDI/Rework
facility. Options could be fitted there
to save on import duty costs, which if
exported as part of the original vehicle
UK/European homologation for pro-

8
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trusions, would obviously fail – things
like the boot rack would not be subject
to such regulations, so fitting these at
the port of reentry would get over such
problems.
When the cars left the wax booth
in B-Block a team of five drivers took
the cars up to the dispatch compound,
they were then picked up in an old
Morris J-Type van to be taken back to
B-Block. Up in the compound another
gang of employees sorted out the cars
between Home market and Export.
In another office in the compound,
Nuffield Exports received parts of the
windscreen cards for the export cars
and from there the MGBs were sorted
by another team into the different
colors.
There were three ways the cars
left the MG Factory. One was where
another team of five chaps took them
down to Abingdon railway Station
where they were loaded onto rail
transporters. This was also covered as a
chapter in my book Aspects of Abingdon on page 89. A second method was
whereby cars were picked up by a car
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Readers Ride

MGBs loaded on trains for shipping.

transporter (similar to the type that
delivered bodies into the plant – Editor’s Note: There is a great scene in the
Doris Day movie “Do Not Disturb”
where she makes a transport full of
MGBs come to a quick halt sending
the MGBs flying off the transporter –
unhurt – and spinning around on the
road). The third method was unique,
where a group of young ladies came
about once a week to collect MGBs
from the dispatch compound. They
were dropped off at the Marcham Road
gate 3, and then had to walk up to the
compound passing B-Block where all
work literally stopped as they passed
by the production lines accompanied
by wolf whistles and lots of comments!
All these activities were arranged by
Nuffield Exports, and sadly every one
of the personnel employed there has
passed away.
Speaking of car transporters the
largest one I have ever seen in my life
– a triple carrier – over 100 feet long
arrived at Moss Motors in Goleta to
ship the Half Millionth Limited Edition MGB, which Moss have owned
since 1981, to their new showroom in
Richmond Virginia. The loading of
this unique vehicle was not without
incident as once it was decided to
move the car, the brakes jammed on!
Probably due to lack of use (it was, after
10

all, intended as a research tool). It took
a team of hefty guys to get the car up
and onto the trailer. We are happy to
report that the MGB is now safely in
Richmond and will be on display in
the beautiful new showroom located
there.
On a personal note I have decided
to relinquish my position as MGB Registrar at the AGM in October. I will still
contribute to the MGB Driver and answer any questions that may arise but
the day-to-day input of information
into the database was just becoming a
little too much for an old man like me!
I’m sure that your committee will find
a suitable replacement and I will help
him/her all I can.
Till next time Stay Safe and fasten
that belt!

Ken

New Registrations:
Doug Housley - 67 MGB/GT, 78 MGB
Russell Sherrell - 71 MGB		
Brian Poole - 76 MGB		
Gary Barmore - 72 MGB		
Thad Hopper - 80 MGB		
Bill Day - 64 MGB			
Ralph Petersen - 80 MGB		
Jim Smith - 72 MGB & 79 MGB
Joe Castelli - 77 MGB		
Kenneth Gossett. 73 MGB		
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Article and images provided by
Jack Long • MGs of Baltimore

I

have had my 1973 MGB/GT since
January 2008. I got it from John
Davis of the Philadelphia MG club.
John bought the car from the original
owner with the intention of doing a
V6 conversion. After driving it for a
while, he decided the car was just too
nice and original to bastardize, so he
got another project GT and sold this
car to me. Since purchasing it, I have
completely redone the interior (finding the proper Navy cloth upholstery
kit was not easy!), did some minor
engine work, replaced the exhaust
system and rebuilt the front end. The
car spent most of its life in California
and the body is all original and rock
solid. It has just under 220,000 miles
on it and runs like a champ. While
definitely a driver-quality car, it has
managed to snare two third place
trophies among MGB GTs at MGs on
the Rocks.
My wife and I drove it from Baltimore to Dillard and back last June
for MG 2012 and had no issues other
than a crushed front muffler from a
rock in a parking field on the winery
tour. I am constantly amazed at how
different a GT feels from a convert-

ible, considering they are mechanically identical. I enjoy the GT’s all
weather capabilities and extra storage
space for road trips. If it had overdrive
and air conditioning it would be
perfect. If I keep it long enough both of
those just might happen.
I have had my 1974 MGB convertible, named Lucy, since rejoining

Hard to find navy blue interior.
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Letters to the Editor
Hello Robert,
I don¹t know if you can answer this, but
you are a place to start. The Nov/Dec
2012 issue of the MGB Driver carried
an article about Bimini tops for the B. It
included a contact address for the provider
Ed Kirkland. That address doesn’t work.
With prompting from the Florida State
University site I tried several versions of
the address shown in the article and all
bounced.
Do you have any info on a correct address
for Mr. Kirkland?
Thanks —Dan Herman, 4-1637
Dan – I was not really sure, luckily,
Tony Shoviak did!
It is ekirklan@fsu.edu.
the ranks of MG owners in 2004.
Interestingly, this car was sold new in
Abingdon, Maryland. I am its fourth
caretaker. It is a little bit unusual in
that, since it was built in mid-December 1973, it is one of the very last MGBs
built with chrome bumpers and the
small chrome overriders (US cars went
to the rubber “Sabrina” overriders in
January 1974).
When I got it, it needed the typical bodywork required of a northeast
car including new lower front fend-

12

ers, new doglegs, new outer sills and
repairs to the inner sills. I decided
to repaint it in its original Bracken
(“muddy orange”) color just because
it was so unusual. As far as I can tell,
relatively few Bracken cars were built,
most of them GTs, from the 1974-76
model years and most ended up being
repainted red or BRG. The color has
grown on me over time and it is usually the only car at MG events in that
color. Mechanically the car is great
and extremely reliable.
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Here was a letter for Jai Deagan:
Hi there Jai,
Saw your article in the latest MGB Driver
edition, that’s a neat way to install a
GPS. I was faced with the same problem
when I needed to get to the Hot Springs
national car club meet last year. So I
thought I would share my solution. As I
never really got much air from the center
vents, I removed them and the ducting
behind, blanked off the heater box outlets
and installed a mounting plate which I
made myself in place of the vents. Then
installed a power supply unit in the glove
box and hey presto – I have an installation
that almost looks factory installed. The
extra power outlets also let me power my
MP3 player and if needed, my cell phone,
direct from the USB outlets. Feel free to
share this with anyone who asks.
On a side note, I just hit 140,000
miles. I don’t know if I’m on your registry
or not.

Drive often and safe!
—Ian Wood, 21-7760
British Car Club of Wichita, Kansas
74 MGB, 77 MGB & 89 XJS
Ian,

That’s an interesting mount, a
little more work than mine, but it does
have that built in look. Thanks for
forwarding the information.
I do not have you in the 100k
database. Please forward the year,
model, VIN, body or commission
number, engine number and mileage
to me for our records. In addition,
if you have any photos and a short
history on you and your car, it would
be appreciated if you sent them along
as well. I will also need your name,
as you would like it to appear on the
certificate, your North American MGB
Register membership number and
complete address.
Safety Fast! —Jai
Hi Robert,
About ten years ago I had installed
an air conditioner unit into a MGB/GT. It
had originally been purchased back in the
early 70’s as an option for small cars such
as the GT. As I recall, it was somewhat
difficult to install and various items had
to be moved and relocated under the hood.
However, eventually it was ready to test
drive and to my delight it worked well.
That was the upside to the story.
The down side was a considerable drop
in MPG to about eighteen miles and a decrease in performance when the A/C was
switch on – not that dramatic, but never
the less, the power to the wheels reduced
especially, if the car was under load.
Eventually I decided that a sun roof
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Food, Beer, and Racing

This is a picture we took last year, on our way to a new British Pub (Dog and Bee Pub) in Beeville,
Texas. Thought you might be able to use it. —Kevin Schelling, Corpus Christi MG Car Club

Kevin, what a great picture – Beeville – I like it!
would have been just as convenient and
somewhat less expensive. The car has now
gone to another owner who as I recall lived
in New England where the summers are
short and the winters long so the possible
drawback to installing A/C are reduced.
—Geoff Wheatley, South Carolina.
Geoff, I’ve never been in a B with the
dealer supplied a/c. I’ve always wondered what they were like and how
they compare to the new a/c systems.

To the NAMGBR Editor,

In 1980, the MG Car Company
ceased to exist. The idea of including “Post
Abingdon MGs” in the North American
MGB Register is distressing. Why would
we “register” anything but a MGB? It
is, after all, a MGB register. NAMGAR
includes the Magnette because it has
substantially the same running gear as a
MGA. “Post Abingdon” cars share nothing but the badge with a MGB. They are
Asian cars regardless of where they are
assembled, just like Hondas made in the
USA. We need to remember that it takes
more than a badge to be a MG. The folks
who produce these cars bought the right to
call their product MG. Also please remember that they bought that right from the
same people who terminated the MG Car
Company on Oct 22, 1980. How does any
of this entitle these cars to be included in
the North American MGB Register?
In conclusion, I can only repeat the
fact that MG is more than just a badge
and anyone who doesn’t know that needs
to read their history.
Please see attached epilogue taken
14

from the book “Aspects of Abingdon”
published by MG World in 1996. Recommended reading for any MGB or Midget
enthusiast. Sincerely, —Robert Madaris
Robert, you make a very good argument. I do have to point out that
NAMGBR has always covered the
MGB, MGB/GT, Midgets, and the
1100/1300, so while our focus has
always been MGBs (and will primarily stay that way due to the large
number of MGBs produced), we have
included these cars since they were
produced during the same period.
Later, when the MGB-based RV8
came along and the MGF shortly
later, there was hope that MG would
return to our shores, so NAMGBR
welcomed them into our fold; but,
alas, that did not happen.
I agree with you that MG is more
than just a badge. In fact, I would say
that MG is more than just a car. MG
is a community. Most MG enthusiasts
that I know like MGs regardless of the
model (I count myself in this crowd),
but what I like more than the cars –
the people who own MGs. It takes
a special person to be a part of our
ranks and I’ve met more genuinely
nice people through our common
hobby than in any other endeavor
I’ve participated.
Maybe the newest MGs will never have the following or inspire the
same camaraderie as the MGs of old.
However, I’m glad that at least MG is
alive despite the many attempts to
kill it. So many other nameplates are
in the dustbin of history and as long
as there is life, there is hope that the
glory days will return.
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Article and images provided by
Bob Shaw
Her Majesty’s Royal Nebraska Patrol

F

or many of us in Western Iowa
and Eastern Nebraska, the only
thing better than driving our
vintage British sports cars is driving
them to some wonderful fun location.
The only thing better that this is to be
accompanied by friends and involving food with the journey. One of our
mottos is 20 miles per gallon, 50 miles
per meal. And the only thing better
than friends, cars and food is friends,
cars, food, and racing. This marvelous
combination inspires an annual journey to watch British sports cars similar
to our own being driven in anger on a
fine road course! Well, that and eating
good food and enjoying good company and driving our cars. Such is the nature of this annual junket. Luckily, the
food at Road America is famous and
includes such delights as brats, corn on
the cob dunked in butter, potato salad,
fried cheese curds, and the occasional
root beer float.
Thus the ultimate destination for
the Eastern Nebraska / Western Iowa
Bunch Summer Tour is Road America,
considered by many to be the best road
circuit in North America, for the purpose of watching the annual vintage
races. Tradition dictates this particular
holiday is of five days duration, one
day to Sheboygan, 3 days of watching
races, and a day to return home.
While modern cars have been
pressed into emergency service, most
of us prefer to take a vintage British

car, usually an MG, but Austin-Healeys, Triumphs, Minis, and one particular Jensen-Healey are frequently
participants in the weekend’s events. A
Hillman station wagon is scheduled to
make the trip next year.
As with all successful endeavors,.
careful planning dictates success. According to this plan, the day begins at
Harry’s Diner. The menu is varied, but
this writer’s preference is two eggs over
easy, bacon, toast, hash brown potatoes, and maybe, on occasion, biscuits
and gravy on the side. Others, who
may be worried that someone might
tell their doctor or spouse may have
fruit blintzes some other lighter fare.
Not to worry. Vegas has nothing on us.
What is eaten in Wisconsin stays in
Wisconsin!
We leave the diner and head
nearly directly west to the track. About
half way there we pass the Johnsonville sausage factory, a concern that
will have a prominent influence on
the weekend. When we arrive at the
track we will enter the grounds at Turn
3, where we generally park. At this
point we split into two groups – those
who utilize golf carts and those who
prefer walking. There are good reasons
for both. The golf carts allow for a long
and restful day and quick transits from
one part of the track to another. But
walking allows one to eat more, no
small consideration as Road America is
famous for its track food. Either option
implies some risk. It is not unusual to
find an extra ten pounds at the end of
the five days, and the occasional blister
has been known to occur among those
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social event.
who walk.
Some will be
There are
in attendance
several different
in blue blazers
venues to obtain
and cocktail
food at Road
dresses, and
America. Each
others will be
has their fine
dressed with
points. Among
less elegance,
our favorites are
having come
The American
directly from
Legion Stand
the track. There
on Turn 6, that
are several
generally has
venues from
the best ear
which one may
corn and the
purchase the
best fried cheese
proper libation
curds; St John
An Austin-Healey 3000 in the Concours.
to end the day.
the Baptist at
It is a rather
the top of the
strange mix, elegance and casual pragpaddock which is well known for
matism, but in this venue it works.
general quality of all food; and The
Saturday, upon completion of the
Gearbox at the bottom of the padraces, the practice is to go into town for
dock, which has the best root beer
the parade of the race cars. With the
floats, and which allows a view of
benefit of police escort many of the
Turn 5 and a view of Turn 14 and the
lower portion of the front straight. The race cars drive from the track into the
Plymouth, Wisconsin, stand is on Turn Village of Elkhart Lake where they take
the place of the Concur of the previous
3, has good food, and if you are lucky
evening. The sight is reminiscent of
it will be during Debbie’s shift. Debbie
the days when the races were held on
is a bundle of energy with a twinkle in
the streets of the village and the roads
her eye, a ready smile, a sense of huaround the town. It is our practice
mor, and a recommendation for Stella
to stop in the bar on the corner and
Artois, partly because it is good, partly
have a cold beer to help wash away the
because she enjoys saying Artois.
thirst built over a long day at the track.
Friday and Saturday both include
a trip to the Village of Elkhart Lake late Our days generally end with a fine
meal at Louigie’s
in the afteror the Brisco
noon immediCounty Wood
ately after the
Grill.
races conclude
On Sunday
for the day.
we leave the
On Friday
track and travel
Main Street
to Mineral City
in the Village
where Tony’s Tap
of Elkhart
always provides
Lake becomes
good food and
the venue for
drink. Then on
the Concur
Monday, all good
d’Elegance.
things must end
There will be
and we return
all manner
home. And we
of beautiful
begin planning
automobiles
for next year.
for what is a
A Sprite in the paddocks.
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If You Drive It, Then It Will Run Better

Article and images provided by
Tony Godfrey

I

was reading the MGB Driver over a
year ago and it stated that the 2012
Pittsburgh Grand Prix would feature
the MGB. This is a great event with racing, shows, food, and fantastic people.
My wife and I were planning our
third trip and decided our 1968 MGB
needed to attend as well.
I spent a lot of time in the garage
going over the car and making a list of
action items, labor items, and needed
parts. Everything was associated to a
timeframe and budget by doing a little
of something every few days or weeks
to keep the project moving forward. I
also gave time for testing and built in
extra time to debug where necessary.
Of course, this project involves a 40plus year old, cantankerous British car
that makes up her own mind on how
the project should progress.
The car has allowed me to be its
caretaker for over 25 years. “MeGan”
has been a part of life for quite some
time now and I really cannot imagine
life without her. She has always got
me home despite pouring rain, bad
electrics, and being on fire once. The
car only prefers old parts and demands
it. I’ve tried electronic ignition (bad
backfiring), new water pump (seized,
so I pulled one from a ‘65 and its been
fine for over 10 years), new tail lamps
(LED will not be tolerated), radio with
CD (the car killed it), and the list will
continue. I tried putting a new alterna-

tor in her and that was rejected as well.
Our 1970 Midget has been converted
to negative ground and alternator,
so MeGan decided she wanted that
alternator (which worked) and the new
one went in the Midget (no problems).
Anything past the mid-1970’s will not
be discussed, tolerated, or cried about
and this relationship has been going
on for over 25 years.
I made the work list keeping in
mind that other smaller jobs that may
have to be done. When a part was
replaced then I made sure to clean, resolder, or paint anything nearby. My
plan was to over-do any task at hand
since I built in a time and money buffer to accommodate any last minute
changes. My dream was to do a little
at a time, do it right the first time, and
progress slowly. The car has not really
been used on a regular basis for a few
years except for the weekend rides.
The first rule of old car ownership is
if you don’t drive it, then it will bite
you. I was using the MG on a regular
basis years ago and I did not have a bit
of problem with it. It performed well,
was a lot of fun, and I do not remember having any issue with it the entire
summer.
The car fights back when it is
not being used. You have wakened
the many heads of the hydra and all
of them will deal their own form of
wrath on its neglectful caretaker.
When I did one project, something on
the other side of the car would need
attention and that would have to be
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scheduled and fixed. The maiden voyage to check everything could not be
done until after Memorial Day. I felt
all the demons were released and I was
confidant everything would be fine.
The car ran fine for the first 20-minutes until the backfiring, spitting, and
hesitation started to begin. MeGan
does not like GroseJets and once the
old needles were replaced then the
Queen was happy again.
MeGan was happy the entire week
before the PVGP. The car was perfect
and everything was right with the
world. I bought a newer, un-cracked
MGB windshield 10+ years ago and decided to finally replace it. Much time
was spent taking out the old one, the
new one was going in well, until I decided to do some light tapping with a
rubber mallet....well, things happen....
the new cracked one came out and
the old cracked one went right back in
with no issue. Old Car Rule #2 is if you
are rushed, then it will break.
I decided to take a few extra
18

days off and drive out on
Thursday and return on
Monday after the event.
The car ran flawless all
the way to Pittsburgh and
did well through 5 o’clock
traffic to the hotel. The
temp gauge ran a little
higher than usual, but it
was fine. MeGan made it
to the hotel and slept well
after the big run. The next
morning was not as fun
since we were greeted with
a dead battery and water in
the trunk. My wife works
in Pittsburgh 1-2 weeks per
month and is very familiar
with the area. She knew
of an AutoZone just a few
blocks from the hotel and
a new battery (Miata) was
purchased and installed. I
honestly do not know how
this happened, but the
charging light bulb came
out of its holder.
Now a year later, I
have had no problems
with the battery and bulb since last
July. I’m getting 14 volts at the alternator and life has been good. The water
in the trunk was caused by a rotting
trunk seal which was replaced in
1992.....I feel both of these could have
been prevented if I treated the rubber
seals and checked the electronics a
little closer. Again, if the car is used,
then it runs better.
MeGan ran great the entire weekend and we drove the Sunday morning
parade lap. She made it home with no
problems on Monday and has been
fine since last July. This goes to prove
that the worst thing you can do with
an older car is not to drive it. I plan on
using it a lot during the upcoming year
and having a return trip to the Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix. I decided to
write this article when I saw my wife,
me, and the car on pg. 51 of the Nov/
Dec issue MGB Driver. It was a great
time and we are looking forward to the
next one.
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Home Dashpot Polishing
Article and images provided by
Don Gatheman
MG Club of St Louis

A

fter having my Midget for
over 10 years, I finally decided my dashpots could
use a cleaning. This is not to imply that they have gotten dirty
over 10 years, but rather they’ve
gotten dirty over 40 years. I’ve
never been too concerned about
a clean engine, but with a little
free time and a desire to do
something different, I decided
to take the plunge.
I looked to my normal
source for all things MG about
the subject – the MGB Driver!
There was an article that detailed the process of progressive sanding, then buffing on
a wheel to get a great shine.
Hmm, I thought, I don’t need a
Mount the bolt on the drill press.
shine, but being clean would be
a great improvement.
After a few minutes of hand
sanding, it quickly became apparent I needed to come up with
a better way, or live with dirty,
dull, pitted dashpots. I scoured
the workshop and after a few
fair attempts I took pictures of
the final process.
I used a few simple items – a
drill press, nut/bolt/washers,
duct tape, and three grits of wet/
dry sandpaper. I used 400, 600,
and 1200 because that’s what
I had in my basement. I used a
bolt a couple inches longer than
the dashpot, and thin enough
to fit through it then use the
tape to wrap around the bolt in
the area that goes through the
dashpot tube so it fits snugly
and doesn’t wobble, then use a
washer on each end.
Use a bolt a couple inches longer than the dashpot, and
Place the bolt in the drill
thin enough to fit through it. Use the tape so it fits snugly. press like a drill bit. Of course,
Use washers on each end.
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The finished product compared to the original.

the next step is to turn
the drill press on, and
CAREFULLY (watch your
fingers!) use wet sandpaper, from course to fine,
against the dashpot to
sand it down. Use light
pressure, take your time,
and clean it up. Watch for
flying water!
When completed
with the sandpaper, I used
the same technique with a
clean rag to apply polishing compound, then
paste car wax. While not
perfect, this process was
fairly quick, and applying
the medium to a spinning
dashpot, it seemed much
easier than hand sanding
and polishing!

2013 NAMGBR • Annual General Meeting (AGM)

French Lick, Indiana • October 25-27

By Tony and Lynne Burgess, NAMGBR
AGM & Convention Coordinators

T

his year’s NAMGBR AGM will
be held at the French Lick Resort
in French Lick, Indiana, which
is the site of next summer’s MG-2014.
This meeting is open to all NAMGBR
members and guests and are you
encouraged to attend all or part of the
weekend’s activities.
The hotel has offered a great rate
of $135/night, plus tax for Friday and
Saturday nights. They are offering this
same rate for Thursday and Sunday
nights too if you want to make it a
long weekend. To book a room, please
phone 1-888-936-9360 before September 25 and use group code 1013AGM.

The weekend’s schedule:

Friday, October 25
6:30pm - Meet in lobby of the French
20
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Lick Springs Hotel ; dinner at the Powerhouse Sports Bar at the hotel

Saturday, October 26
9:00am - Tour of Resort facilities. We

will use the hotel shuttle bus with sales
staff providing historic info of the
French Lick Springs Hotel, West Baden
Springs Hotel, the Pete Dye golf course,
and the Donald Ross golf course.
11:30am - Lunch at Hagen’s Restaurant
at the Donald Ross golf clubhouse
1:00-5:00pm – Annual General Meeting in the French Lick Springs Hotel
Conference Room
6:30pm - Dinner at the 33 Brick Street
Sports Bar

Sunday October 27

Check Out and travel home
Please contact me on MGOHIO@
AOL.COM, MORRISMINR@AOL.COM
or 614-899-2394 if you have questions
about this year’s AGM. Hope to see you
there.
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Tuning SU Carburetors

From Tuning S.U. Carburetors by G.R. Wade.
1- Piston venturi. Squeezes down the area of flow.
Piston surface.
2 - This is a clearance fit that governs the drop test times. If the piston is brass or weighted, no
spring is needed.
3 - Suction dome vent. Communicates the downstream pressure with the upper side of the piston.
4 - Throttle disk. Controls the amount of air the engine receives.
5 - Piston vent. Communicates the upstream ambient pressure with the lower side of the piston.
6 - Needle. Moves up and down with the piston to increase or decrease the amount of fuel picked
up from the bridge.

Article and images provided by
Dave Braun
Minnesota MG Group

A

lthough it is true that SU Carburetors, once set, will stay “in
tune” indefinitely, there comes
a point where the state of the engine
has changed enough, or has been
improved enough, that the mixture
and airflow that was satisfactory at
one time is no longer adequate. How
do you know? Perhaps the car tends to
bog down on acceleration. Or maybe it
won’t idle like it once did. When these
things happen, you may reach for a
Unisyn (a device used for balancing

22

the airflow on dual carburetor set ups)
and a screwdriver. STOP!
I’ve said this many time, and it is
still true, in fact I didn’t even invent
it, but “99% of all carburetor problems
are electrical in nature”. In other words,
if you think you are having problems
with your carburetors you should first
check your ignition. In fact, start at
the very beginning and go through
the process I like to call “Breathing,
Fire, Fuel”. “Breathing” is checking
the compression of the individual
cylinders and setting the valves. The
B-Series engine – and any engine that
has solid lifters and reasonably well
thought out camshafts – loves the
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free breathing that is possible with
properly adjusted valve lash. Timing
is everything and you can’t expect the
engine to perform if the valves open
a bit earlier or later than they should
due to misadjusted valve lash. Please
also consider that if the compression
values aren’t healthy and within 10%
each other in total, or if the valve lift is
improper because a few cam lobes are
knackered, you can continue, but you
can’t expect optimal results.
I said timing is everything, so
to continue that theme; you have to
make sure the spark is occurring at the
right moments. That means next up is
“Fire”. The cap, rotor, plugs and wires
all have to be in good knick and the
distributor and points (or electronic
ignition) have to be doing their best
to provide a consistent, steady spark.
Dwell (the time the points are closed)
affects timing as well. If you reset
your points, set your timing again, at
least so that you’re 32-degrees all in at
3500 RPM with the vacuum advance
disconnected.
Let’s say that you’ve checked
your “Breathing” and your “Fire” and
you still want to tune your carburetors. Well, before getting to ‘Fuel” you
should first know what you are adjusting and why. The following is a simple
step-by-step guide for tuning your SU
carburetors using a different method
from that usually suggested in the various books published by BMC, Haynes,
SU or Burlen Fuel Systems. This article
doesn’t try to explain how to rebuild
your carburetors; the manuals available on the market do a fairly good job
of that. In fact there are places that
will rebuild your carburetors for you,
myself included. Instead, it allows you
to perform some simple tests to determine the condition of your carburetors
as they sit on your car; how to adjust
them; or if you need to remove them
and repair certain functions.
The SU carburetor has only four
moving parts. Taken in order of their
function, they are:
The float and needle which sets
the level of fuel in the float chamber

and hence, in the jet of the carburetor.
The sliding jet to facilitate starting, as the “choke” on the SU doesn’t
do anything remotely similar to
choking off air as chokes on other
carburetors do. It actually adds fuel
to the air fuel ratio to give the cold
engine something to start with. We
can more accurately call it an enrichment device.
The throttle disk and shaft,
which meters the airflow through the
carburetor. When you push the pedal
down, it swings open the disk and the
cylinders suck in the air. It is important that the shafts are a secure fit in
their bushes to avoid air leaking in at
idle. 25 thousandths is the original
clearance on most SU Carburetors.
The variable venturi piston and
suction chamber. This matched pair
senses the incoming rush of air, detects the air pressure both above and
below the piston, and then rises or falls
to even out the pressure under the piston and above the dome. In doing so it
moves a tapered needle up and down
in the jet, creating an annulus that
varies in area with the flow of air.
Assuring that these four parts are
in working order and then adjusting
these parts to work in concert with
each other (and in multiple carburetor
set-ups, with the other carburetor(s)) is
the key to tuning the SU carburetor.
The manuals, including the SU
publications, state “the float bowl fuel
height is set by inserting the properly
sized bar stock or a drill rod between
the forks of the shut off lever and the
lid.” Since the float bowl fuel height is
directly communicated to the bridge
fuel height in the jet (a liquid seeks its
own level) it is important to get this
measurement correct. The manuals
rarely tell you that the resulting level
of fuel at the bridge should be 0.120 to
0.200 inch below the bridge. I prefer
a slightly low fuel level, so I’ve been
shooting for the 0.200 mark. The
height can be affected by the thickness
of any washers fixing the float bowl to
the body of the carb, and by the ability
of the float to, well, float. This means
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the rod check of the float may not
yield the optimal fuel height in the jet.
The other critical item to be undertaken is the depth of the jet below
the bridge. This determines the area
of the annulus for the various piston
heights. The manuals give the starting point as six flats or 12 flats (one or
two full jet adjusting nut turn) down,
depending on the carburetor, and on
an HIF, a certain value turned in. But
what they don’t tell you is that the
preferable starting point for the depth
of the jet below the bridge is 0.070

inches. There are several factors that
can affect the relationship between six
flats and the optimum depth of the jet
and the corresponding depth of the
carburetor needle.
1. Thickness of the jet adjusting nut
2. Length of the jet
3. Packing around the jet 			
centering nut
4 . Carburetor body thickness
5. Placement of needle in the 		
piston.

On a single carburetor
installation the variances
are not a big deal, but on
multi-carburetor installations the manuals suggest
that each adjustment is
made the same amount
on each carburetor. If the
variances stack against each
other so that the starting
points of the two essential
measurements are not the
same on each carburetor,
making each adjustment
the same amount on each
carburetor will not result
in the same state of tune
for each unit. Varying the
The basic method of setting the float level on the HS carburetor settings on either carburetor independently will soon
series. The screwdriver shaft is a 3/16 inch rod.

result in confusion and a lack of certainty with respect to both the starting
point and the state of tune achieved.
The following method will eliminate much of the confusion, provide
an excellent starting point for tuning
and allow for consistent results. Consistent results will yield the maximum
performance of the fuel delivery system to the engine, which in turn gives
us the maximum performance that
can be reasonably expected. And that’s
exactly what we want. In general, note
that the pistons and suction chambers are paired, and should not be
mixed and matched without reason.
Any parts that are removed should
be replaced in the same orientation
on the same carburetor from which
they were removed. Placing items on
a clean cart in the order of removal is
advised. Some of the parts are old and
of dissimilar metals. Corrosion may be
present. Proceed cautiously with disassembly to avoid breakage.

Step 1. With the air cleaners removed,
unscrew the dust caps and remove the
dampener and rods from the top of
the suction chambers. Check that the
jets are centered by lifting the pistons
to the top of their travel and allowing
them to drop. They should fall quickly
to the bridge with a satisfying click.
If they hang up midway or don’t fall
fully to the bridge, center the jets.
Do this by loosening the large jet nut
below the jet and pressing the pistons
down hard while tightening the jet
nut, and recheck.
Step 2. Remove the suction chambers
and pistons from the carburetors, being careful not to mix up the two sets,
bend the needles, and being careful
to assure that the pistons and suction
chambers remain in exactly the same
orientation to each other. Pour out the
dampener oil. Note that the venting
holes under the pistons go to the rear
of the carburetor body.
Step 3. If you haven’t completed your
drop tests, plug the vent holes and
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perform the tests, allowing the suction
chambers to drop off the pistons onto
a soft surface. If they drop very fast,
check to see if you have small holes in
the necks of the suction chambers. If
you do, they are vented, and the tops
of the suction chambers need to be
covered with tape for this test.

Step 4. Using a dial caliper or metal

rule, adjust each needle to the same
depth from its corresponding piston
face. The shoulder of the needle should
be level with the larger area of the bottom surface of the piston.

Step 5. Remove the choke return

springs from the choke assemblies at
the bottom of the jets (H series) and
screw the jet adjusting nuts to their
full up positions (all series). Exercise
the jets up and down in their packing.
On the HIF this isn’t really possible as a
cam orifice on the side of the carburetor sets the enrichment, so the jet
doesn’t have an enrichment position.

Step 6. (Except HIF) Turn on the ignition and let the pump click until the
bowls are full, or turn the engine over
and allow the mechanical fuel pump
to fill the bowls. Now look down from
the top of the carburetor and note the
height of the fuel in the bridge. Move
the jet up or down until the level of
the fuel stabilizes in the bridge and
the height of the jet matches the level
of the fuel. It will take several tries
to get this right. Using a dial caliper,
measure the depth of the jet below the
bridge. Since the jet is now residing at
the same height as the fuel, the depth
of the jet represents the depth of the
fuel below the bridge. Each carburetor should have the same fuel depth
within ± 0.010 of each other, and both
fuel depths should be 0.160 ± 0.040.
Lately, due to the fuel I’ve been dealing with, I’ve been aiming at the full
0.200 depth. It takes some practice
to measure the depth of the jet below
the bridge. The goal is to keep the dial
caliper perpendicular to the bridge.
The dial caliper, if set too tightly, will
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push the jet down, disrupting the measurement, and if set too loosely will
make it difficult to
accurately measure
the depth.

be properly aligned on reassembly.

Step 7. The differ-

ence in the measurements from
optimum in each
carburetor bridge is
the amount the fork
or float arm must
be changed in the
corresponding float
bowl lids. Either
eyeball the change
and re-check, or
measure the current
Front Carboretor Assembly.
setting of the float
The float setting on the HIF almost has to be done indirectly as shown.
fork with bar stock
or a drill rod and
select a new bar or rod of the correct
Step 8. Remove any excess fuel if
size. Each 1/32 difference in rod will
needed, refit the float bowl lids and
change the setting 0.03 inch. Do not
allow the pump to refill the bowls.
be surprised if the new settings are
Repeat the measurement in Step 6, and
vastly different from the original 7/16
repeat Step 7 if needed. Reinstall the
inch quoted in the manuals (for H
float bowl lids a final time once you
Series) or 3/16 inch (for HS Series), and
are satisfied.
different for each float bowl. For HIF
carburetors, it is almost impossible to
Step 9. Lower the jet adjusting nut 9
check the float setting, and the bottom flats down (1-1/2 turns of the nut). Set
of the carburetor must be removed to
the dial caliper at 0.070 inch and lock
adjust the float. This is best done on
the setting with the setscrew. Reposithe bench the first time, as there is an
tion the dial caliper as you did for the
O-Ring and some other bits that must
fuel depth measurement and turn the

jet adjusting nuts up a flat and push up
on the jets to fully seat them against
the nuts. Repeat until the jet is 0.070
below the bridge. It may be necessary
to back off the adjustment a bit the
closer it gets to the proper setting.
Continue to keep the jet fully against
the adjusting nut. This is the starting
point for idle mixture on the carburetor, and probably within 0.010 of
optimal. As you gain experience, you
won’t have to lock the caliper setting,
just do it the way that is most comfortable, while assuring the jet is 0.070
below the bridge. On the HIF the jet
lever is hinged on a bimetallic temperature compensator, it may be springy,
but by adjusting the metering screw
on the side of the carburetor clockwise
for lower (richer) and counter clockwise for higher (leaner), you can still
achieve the 0.070 starting point.
Step 10. Replace both piston and suc-

centered. If the jets are not centered,
adjust as needed and repeat Step 9.

Step 11. Loosen the throttle bar
clamps and make sure each throttle
moves independently from the other.
Back off the idle adjustment screws,
then turn each down one and a half
turns.
Step 12. Start the engine. After it is

thoroughly warmed up, adjust the
throttle screws EVENLY until a steady
1300 rpm is achieved. Using a Unisyn,
a rubber hose, or SU kit cat’s whiskers,
adjust the idle screws INDIVIDUALLY
until the rush of air into each carburetor is equal, and the car is idling at
1500 rpm when warm. Blip the throttles between every check, and make
sure the enrichment fast idle cams are
clear of their adjusting screws.

Step 13. Lock the throttle bar
clamps. Note that locking the
clamps does not preclude some
twist and variance caused by the
accordion form of the clamps, so it
is important from here on that both
idle adjustment screws be adjusted
the same amount. Check that both
carburetors open at the same time
as you move the throttle bar. If they
don’t, loosen the clamp and bring
the actuating levers closer to agreement.

Step 14. With the engine turning over at 1300 rpm, raise each jet
adjusting nut one flat and note if
the engine increases or decreases.
Go up a second flat on each jet. At
each adjustment assure that the
jet is fully against the jet adjusting
nut. When the idle speed starts to
decrease, note the number of flats.
If the process has taken more than
Although this is being done on the bench, as all
carburetors sent out have their jet assemblies adjust to a minute, clear the engine by blip0.070 down from the bridge, the same process can be ping the throttle.
used on the car.

tion chamber assemblies being careful
of their orientation. Recheck the
piston drop to assure that the jet is still
26
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Step 15. Note the engine rpm.
Readjust the engine to 1300 rpm with
the idle adjustment screws. Turn the
adjusting nuts down (lowering the
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jet) one flat at a time on each unit.
Note the number of flats for the greatest increase in engine rpm and also
where the rpm starts to decrease as
you continue to lower the jet adjusting nuts. The difference between the
greatest engine rpm and where it starts
to decrease should be about two flats.
Adjust the jet adjusting nuts to be
between the greatest engine rpm and
where it starts to decrease. If Steps 14
and 15 prove troublesome, go back to
the 0.070 initial setting and proceed to
Step 16.

Step 16. Clear the throttle and adjust

the engine rpm with the idle adjustment screws to between 500 and 900
rpm depending on your preference.
With the flat of a screw driver just
beneath the piston, rotate the blade
to lift the piston 1/32 of an inch and
listen to the exhaust note. It should
speed up momentarily and then settle
back to idle. If it speeds up and stays
there, raise each jet adjusting nuts
up one flat. If the engine speed falls
off without increasing, lower the jet
adjusting nuts down one flat. If no
change is perceived, leave the jet adjusting nuts where they are.

Step 17. With the engine off, top off
the dashpot oil (engine oil is fine) to
within a half-inch of the top of dashpot chamber (the inner vertical hollow
rod on the piston). As long as you feel
resistance when you install the damper and rod you have enough oil. You
need a vented cap on the dashpot if
you have a non-vented dashpot chamber. You need a dustless cap (one with
no vent) if you have a vented dashpot
chamber. Reinstall the air cleaners.
Step 18. Take the car for a test drive. It

should be set to go. There are additional fine-tuning techniques which
can be employed during a test drive to
both optimize needle selection and to
assure optimum fuel air ratios. On a
close to standard engine with standard
carburetors, these tests should not be
necessary. If acceleration and response
aren’t satisfactory, and your engine
passed the tests noted above, you may
need to do further fine-tuning or
search for another problem.

MG 2012 • Trip to Dillard, Georgia
By Johan Petersen
MG Car Club of Toronto

S

ome of North America’s
most spectacular scenery
and mountain roads are
to be found in the Appalachians of the eastern US. After
a great drive and good times
at MG 2006 in Gatlinburg,
and finding out that MG 2012
was being held in Dillard, Georgia, I
decided it would be fun to plan a route
to and from the event.
Along with five other MGBs (Jim
& Rosemarie Sweeney, Bob & Maureen
Riddell, John & Estelle Oldroyd, Rui
Torrao, Rudi Koster & Rudi’s neighbour

Safety Fast!

Patricia), we left Fort Erie, Ontario, on
Sunday 3rd June to sound of thunder
and pouring rain. It rained most of
the day, but we did manage to find
picnic tables along the way and have
the picnics we all brought from home.
The 320 mile drive took us to Cacapon
Lodge in West Virginia, with
the scenic backdrop of Cacapon Mountain (2300 feet).
Here we spent our first night,
relaxing in rocking chairs on
the terrace (after a delicious
dinner in the lodge) looking
for deer and watching the
full moon rise.
Day Two we left in
sunshine and drove to Front
Royal where we entered the
28
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Shenandoah Skyline drive. With beautiful vistas over the Shenandoah Valley, a speed limit of 35 mph, and very
little traffic, it was a drive to enjoy. The
Skyline continued onto the Blue Ridge
Parkway (speed limit 45 mph). After a
drive of 241 miles we spent the night
at the Peaks of Otter lodge.
Day Three found us on
the road again after breakfast, this time in sunshine
and cool temperatures, heading south on the Blue Ridge
Parkway. We made a stop at
pretty Mabry Mill, where a
table was set out for checkers
with the playing pieces made
of red & yellow dried corn
cob slices. We also stopped
at Groundhog Mountain for
the 360-degree view of the mountains,
but found the throughout the years
the trees have grown and obscured
much of the view – they really should
update the guidebook! However, we
learned about different styles of cedar
rail fences, made a group photo, and
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got to stretch our legs. The night was
spent at the Little Switzerland Inn after
a drive of 260 scenic miles, always on
the lookout for wild turkeys and deer,
which can create a road hazard. There
were also many cyclists braving the
mountain roads.
Day Four we woke up this day
to thick fog. After a short drive north
to gas up, we once again got on the
Parkway south, driving very slowly as
visibility was limited. We had hoped
to visit Chimney Rock, a view point
off the Parkway; however we heard at
a Visitor’s Center that the lift was not
operational and 26 flights of stairs were
not an option.
Lunch was had at the Mount
Pisgah Lodge in thick fog so we missed
the mountain views and the drive
continued in fog for some time. Everybody (well, not quite everyone – a few
claimed a bit of nausea) was enjoying
the curvy road when my navigator
Renee informed me that we had actually driven too far on the Parkway and
missed a planned exit! (navigator’s
input: the scenery was so beautiful that
the instructions were quite forgotten
until it was too late – oops). The upside
was that the drivers got their fill of
“twisties” and we got to see the highest
point on the Blue Ridge of 6047 feet at
Mile 431.4 and have the distinction of
having driven the whole length of the
Blue Ridge Parkway. So we continued
30
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on and drove to Dillard via Cherokee.
193 mile drive this day.
Once in Dillard we checked into
our motel, the Knights Inn, and got
ready to participate in MG 2012 which
was hosted by the Peach Tree MG
Registry at the Dillard House. The club
did an excellent job of organizing this
event. We at the MGCCT know the
enormous amount of organization
and work it takes to organize such an
event, having past experience in 1992
in Peterborough and again in 2010 in
Belleville.
Sunday 10th June our group of
MGs left Dillard after breakfast for the
return trip. We “rode the Rattler” –
another mountain road full of twisties and spent the night at the historic
General Lewis Inn. The following day
we left for Cass.
The Google map instructions got
somewhat confusing and took us via a
narrow mountain road through a ski
area in thick fog. At one point there
was construction on the road and
luckily we were able to follow a Pilot
truck with flashing lights who took us
to easy the road to Cass so we made it
with 10 minutes to spare to get on the
Cass historic steam train. It was somewhat cool and foggy but all enjoyed it.
The following morning we drove
to Du Bois, Pennsylvania, with a stop
along the way at Joe Dogs for lunch
where we were joined by a construction worker who extolled the virtues of
Algonquin Park. The last day we drove

from Du Bois to home. All in all, the
drive was 2300 miles.
The cars performed well with a
few minor problems. Bob lost the reverse gear and his light switch decided
to return to China. Rui had a flat rear
tire and then the rear brakes continued to seize up due to what was later
determined to be old deteriorating
flexlines.
Four cars were equipped with CBs
which are really helpful in keeping a
convoy together and give all a chance
to chit chat and share comments about
the scenery or anything else. It allows
the trip leaders to advise participants
of upcoming turns, road problems etc.
Anybody who is planning on
participating in any club trip should
seriously consider purchasing one.
Preventative maintenance, replacing any part which may be in doubt ,
as well as bringing along spare parts, is
essential preparation for such a long,
mountainous trip.
Finally I would like to thank my
wife Renee for agreeing to act as my
navigator and lead the group during
eight long days and 2,300 miles. Her
patience and calmness with my driving and all day CB communications
with the group was most appreciated.
Once again we had the pleasure
of leading a great group on a fabulous
MG trip. We shared many laughs and
experiences and have fond memories
of MG travels.
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Using CB’s in our LBC’s; Antennas are Important
cheap transmitter with a
good antenna will work
better than an expensive
transmitter with a cheap
’ve learned that when
antenna.
we cruise around the
Antennas come in
countryside in our LBCs,
several different styles,
it’s always nice to stay in
mostly dealing with the
touch with the other cars in
type of antenna, and
the group. Cell phones are
how they mount to your
one way to do it. Their range
car. The most common
is limitless, but they have
is probably the magnetic
the disadvantage of only
mount with a metal whip
talking to one car at a time.
antenna. It’s easy to put
We could send text meson and take off. If you
sages, but there’s not always
keep the underside clean
cell phone coverage out in
and smooth and don’t
the country. Besides, with
slide it around on your
the noise and vibration my
paint, it probably won’t
car makes, I usually don’t
leave any scratches. The
hear or feel the phone until
more you put soft stuff
we stop.
like felt between the
We’ve tried the handmagnet and the car, the
held walkie-talkies (UHF
less secure the mount will
frequency range), but we
be, and the more impedfound they’re only good for
ance you’ll be putting
limited distances, line-ofbetween the antenna
site; any hills or buildings
and ground plane. The
and you’re lost. Since we
CB Antenna
higher the impedance,
like to drive our LBCs in the
the higher your system’s
country, hills, and curves,
SWR (standing wave ratio), making
the best way we’ve found to commuthe antenna less effective. Magnetic
nicate is with CB radios (HF frequency
mount antennas should only be used
range) with cell phones as back-up. HF
in temporary situations. If you leave
frequency transmission waves bend to
it in the same spot on the car for too
follow the earth’s curvature, whereas
long, moisture will form under it, causVHF, UHF, and higher frequency
ing rust or discoloration, and the paint
waves travel in straight lines.
will age differently.
CBs are not very expensive; and
Another way to mount an anbelieve it or not, you can still buy
tenna is to screw it to a bracket that
them new. The last couple I’ve bought
you’ve attached to your car. Be carethough, I’ve found at garage sales for
practically nothing. You’ll need the CB ful to maintain as good a ground as
possible, free of paint and corrosion,
transmitter itself, maybe an external
when mounting the bracket. You can
speaker so you can hear better, and
buy bracket kits, but I just fabricated a
you’ll also need an antenna. But what
mount from a right angle bracket from
kind of antenna should you have, and
the hardware store and bolted it to my
how big? Put your money on a good
car’s rear bumper mounting bracket.
antenna. The FCC regulates transmitI can take it off if I want, but usually I
ters, so they’re all pretty much the
just unscrew the antenna and leave the
same except for bells & whistles. A

By Denny Hale
Kansas City MG Car Club

I
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passenger side of the car.
bracket in place. The trick is making
The radiation pattern for an
sure the bracket is strong enough to
antenna mounted on the back of a car
hold the antenna steady at highway
is better out the front of the car. As the
speeds. The antenna I use is a 48”
frequency waves radiate from the anlong, 5/8 wavelength, top-loaded, tuntenna, they tend to follow the ground
ing slug adjustable Firestik II ® screwed
plane (the car) forward.
to my home-made bracket.
An antenna with an adjustable
Perhaps the least effective is the
tuning slug is the easiest to tune but
combination AM/FM/CB antenna.
generally requires a bracket to mount.
It makes a lot of electronic comproWire-wound antennas without tuning
mises to gain the convenience of only
slugs require wire
having one antenna. You may not be
to be unwound to
happy with
tune. Metal whip
its perforantennas somemance.
times need to be
Antencut or slid up or
nas can
down in their
be wiremount to tune.
wound,
Tuning sysrubber
tem SWR is best
coated, or
done outdoors,
metal whip.
away from
Tuning the
buildings and
antenna reoverhead power
fers to minilines.
mizing the
Top loaded
SWR for the
antennas
radio system
perform better
by electrically
than center
lengthening
loaded or base
or shortening
loaded antenthe antenna,
nas. Check
changing its
with the
impedance.
manufacturer
Here are
if you’re not
some tips for
sure what
maximizing
you’ve got.
antenna, and
CBs are
therefore, overgreat to have
all CB perforwhen you’re
mance:
traveling in
The antenna
groups. For
should have at
ir
the
e
us
o
wh
ers
d on rebel truck
club
runs, we
least 60% of its
n.
tio
ica
un
1978 movie base
mm
ifying form of co
try to make
overall length
on I-80!
ths
CB radios as a un
bo
l
tol
the
ing
runn
sure the car
above your car’s
Now imagine LBC’s
in the lead and the car bringing up
roof-line. Who
the rear both have CBs. That way the
says size doesn’t matter? A spring
leader knows if/when somebody has
can be added to raise your antenna’s
stopped or broken down. Not to menheight.
tion calls like, “Watch out for the dog
The antenna should be mounted
in the ditch on the right!” or “Check
as close to the center of the car as posout the old MG in the barn on the
sible. If you’re not mounting it in the
left.” or “Jim’s just hit a deer!”
center, it should be mounted on the
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Goodwood Revival: A Different

Classics at the Races.

Goodwood entrance.

Article and images provided by
Bob & Marie Sherman
Willamette MG Club
Canadian XK Jaguar Register/Canadian
Classic MG Club

T

here exists an event, in a land far
way that perhaps is the pinnacle
of the worldwide sports car experience. Every sports car enthusiast, especially those of a British inclination,

should beg, borrow, or even steal to
attend this event at least once, before
speeding off to that great race track in
the sky. We didn’t steal, but we did go
to Goodwood this past September.
The Goodwood experience is so
intense that I feel that this article will
fall far short of an adequate description. Still, an attempt must be made
to spread the word of this magical
event. The Goodwood Revival is held
each September in the south east of

Saloon Racing
34

Form of Religious Experience

England, on the country estate of the
Lord of March. “Staged entirely in the
nostalgic time capsule of the 1940’s,
1950’s, and 1960’s, the event relives
the glory days of the Goodwood Motor
Circuit. It is the biggest and best motor
racing event of the year.”
There is a wealth of history concerning the Goodwood Estate, but
for us, the relevant portion is about
how auto racing at Goodwood developed, suddenly ended, and once again

began, bigger and better than ever
before.
The first-born son of the 8th Duke
of Richmond, Lord Settrington, was
groomed from birth to one day take
over the Estate. Unfortunately, he met
a tragic death during WWI, in 1919,
while serving on the British Eastern
Front. His young brother, Frederick,
born in 1904, was unexpectedly
propelled into the position of assuming the role of the Earl of March that

A favorite marque bearing a marque of a favorite ale.
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Formula 1 classics.
Sights in the car park.

was to have been filled by his late elder
brother. Now, Freddie had a fascination with all things automotive. Under
an assumed name, he trained in a
nearby town as a mechanic. As you
can imagine, this caused great anxiety
in his parents. Never to be stopped,
he took the next step and became an
expert race car driver in the 1930s. Following service in the Royal Air Force
during WWII, he created a racetrack
at the Goodwood Estate in 1948. He
used the perimeter road surrounding
the portion of the Estate that served as
an airfield during the war. Freddie, his
good friends, and others of the racing
fraternity, raced faster and faster over
the years, until in the mid 1960’s,
two of his close friends died in racing
incidents at Goodwood. Freddie took
this very hard and ended auto racing
at Goodwood in 1966.

We’ll fast forward to the 1990’s.
Freddie’s Grandson, Charles Settrington, born in 1955, took over management of the Goodwood Estate Company from his father in 1994. The new
Lord of March had inherited an enthusiasm for automobile racing from
his Grandfather Freddie. Realistically,
it takes a lot of money to pay for the
operation of an Estate. To pursue his
racing interests, and provide income to
the Estate, the Lord of March founded
the Goodwood Festival of Speed in
1993. Following that, he re-opened
the Goodwood Racetrack in September of 1998, on the 50th Anniversary
of the first race! To provide a grand
celebration of the early racing days at
the track, and expand upon the racing
theme, the Goodwood Revival was
started in 1995 and has been going on
strong, bigger and better each year.

Historic aircraft that saved Britain made these fly-overs stirring.
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The Goodwood Revival is a threeday event. Friday is practice and qualifying day on the track. There are many
cars on display, and a good variety of
WWII aircraft. There are quality vendor stands to visit, ample refreshment
facilities, and an “unofficial” car show
in the car park area. Friday is a great
day to explore these many attractions.
Many people dress in period attire for
the weekend, which adds to the fun.
This, plus some other activities, keeps
Goodwood a fun event even for significant others that are not 100% into
racing & classics.
Saturday and Sunday are race
days. Certainly you can visit the other
attractions, but we planted ourselves
trackside each day. It is well worthwhile to buy admission to covered
grandstands at specific corners. We
had tickets for the “Levant Corner,” a
location offering an excellent vantage
point. The race experience was enhanced by giant video screens across
from the track at each grandstand.
These allowed real time coverage of
many exciting happenings during
each race. No matter where you are at
Goodwood, you’ll see “flyovers” by
WWII Spitfires, Hurricanes, and even
a Lancaster bomber. The sight of these
airplanes, that literally saved England
in the Battle of Britain, is indeed stirring.
Saturday featured races including
motorcycles, saloon cars, and post war
Formula One cars. Sunday featured
motorcycles, many valuable GT race
cars, saloon cars, and Formula One
cars. There is great racing to see, and
literally millions of dollars of race cars
on the track. This is not “gentleman

racing” at all. Drivers are all experienced racers and show the racers’
strong will to win. In fact, in the Saturday Grand Prix race, about ten out of
thirty Formula One cars tangled right
after the start, before the first corner,
putting them out of the race. Fortunately, this was the only major incident. More importantly, there were no
injuries to anyone in any of the races.
On each day, famed race driver Stirling
Moss drove parade laps. We’re sure this
track is memorable to Sir Moss, in that
it was at Goodwood many years prior
that his race car left the track at ninety
miles per hour, nearly resulting in his
death. It has been said that his racing
was never the same after this experience.
I’ve provided some photos to
illustrate some of the Goodwood
Experience. Goodwood expands your
sports car experience as you could
not imagine. Please do not confine
yourselves to MGs. MGs are certainly
an important part of the sports car
era, but there is much more to it all
than one marque. I would encourage
interested readers to learn more about
the event on-line. Make no mistake;
The Revival is an expensive event to
attend, even aside from our poor currency exchange rate. Lodging for miles
around fills up early, and the event is
usually a sell-out. So budget and plan
early! We will attend again!
A special thanks to our friends Jim
and Sue McLagan, who initiated the
idea of a tour to the UK, and handled
much of the Goodwood logistics, plus
arranged tours of the Morgan & Jaguar
factories.
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Readers Ride II

Install Air Conditioning in an MG

Article and images provided by Bob Shaw

I

t may seem strange that I would
submit a non-B MG. Truth is I am
currently out of MGBs. I gave my
last one away to the son of a good
friend – I had to – he was about to buy
a Triumph!
But the A is close to a B, in fact it
is a B in A clothing. It has a ‘76 B block
with a 69 B head that has been flowed.
The transmission is a C overdrive in a
B case. When I put it together the last
time, I was told it would not fit, but
with a little work it will fit.

The rear end is out of a ‘69 BGT.
The front end is ‘74 BGT. The springs
are B/GT lowered 1-inch and the front
sway bar is the Moss adjustable front
sway bar for an MGB.
It is a good all-around car. It can
(and has) traveled long distances. It has
been to all coasts, and to the northlands of Canada. It is also a pretty
mean autocross car. I have enjoyed
driving this car is its different forms
since 1977.

IMAGE COURTESY OF MOSS MOTORS, INC

“A/C 101” - General overview of an air conditiong unit in an MGB.

Article and images provided by
Dave Kercheval

E

ven if you know nothing about
air conditioning, but have some
mechanical knowledge, don’t be
afraid to take on an air conditioning
project for your MGB. My installation
was on my 1978 rubber bumper MGB
using a kit from Nostalgic Air Parts. I
chose Nostalgic because their under
dash units matched the same texture
and vent style as the MG. Also, their
design uses the two original in-dash
fresh air vents which will be cold air
vents now, and includes two nice
rectangular under dash vents on the
passenger and driver’s side for a total of
four sources of cold air.
Believe me, in that small car that
is plenty of cold air. Also, the unit has a
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3-speed fan motor independent of the
original MG fan, so I wouldn’t have
to depend on the MG system at all. A
little catch to my installation is that I
have installed a supercharger on the
engine which uses a wide, 4-groove
serpentine belt and pulley system.
Standard MG air conditioner designs
use a V-belt and have a double V-belt
pulley on the compressor that allows
a small second V-belt to loop just from
the compressor to the alternator in a
stacked configuration. I would not be
able to do this and would need to run
everything on one long, wide serpentine belt. Nostalgic sent me the kit designed for my car which is a late model
MGB with the supercharger and would
require the long serpentine belt.
The basic parts of all air conditioning kits and the route of the coolant
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are: a Compressor
that is powered by
the fanbelt to compress the coolant
(R134A); a Condenser – the little radiator
that sits in front of
the MG radiator to
make sure the R134A
is cooled and in
liquid form; and a
Dryer – looks like a
can spliced into the
coolant line which
is like a water filter
to remove moisture.
The liquid (pressurized R134A) travels
into the cockpit
You can see how the radiator is set back a bit and the space between it
under the dash on
and the condenser.
the passenger side to
at the compressor, where the R134A
the Evaporator which has an Expangains heat and a phase change back to
sion Valve whose job is to pass the
liquid, thus the need for the condenser
R134A through a little hole. This valve
to cool and ensure the R134A is reacts as a spray valve which drops the
pressure and expands the coolant in to turned as a liquid.
In the air box, the R134A is mostly
a radiator housed in an air box with a
gas and has given up its cool temperafan to pass warm cockpit air over the
ture and picked up the heat from the
now cool radiator fins. The cool air is
cockpit and returns to the engine bay
vented in to the cockpit. Remember
to the compressor where the process
that when an elastic liquid like R134A
starts over again. A note about the
is compressed and then that compreswarm cockpit air: The air intake is
sion is quickly released, you get rapid
from the passenger footwell so be wary
cooling as it changes phase to gas.
of the feet that are placed in front of
Also, just the opposite will happen
the intake!

Now for
the Installation!

I started with
the compressor and
worked my way
through the same
basic order as above.
This design puts the
compressor on top of
the alternator and is
mounted using the
little extension eye
on the thermostat
housing (previous
mounting for the
pollution air pump –
now gone) and some

Top of air box before mounting.
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Three ducts and R134A hoses in passenger footwell.

the metal supports using the included
brackets, spacers, and bolts. This was
quite easy as there is a lot of room
up front in the late model MGB. The
condenser slides right in on the front
side of the metal support just next to
the electric fans. Luckily the fans are
Condenser
mounted in a strap-type mount and
From the photos you can see that
can be adjusted forward and back to
the MGB radiator was moved back
towards the engine on the other side of be as close as possible to the condenser
fins. The condenser
must not touch the
radiator and there are
spacers to insure some
(but not too much)
clearance. Air flow is
critical here to keep
the MG radiator cool. I
didn’t need this but it is
suggested that a tunnel
effect can be created
if you stuff some foam
around the space
between the condenser
and radiator. Hard lines
can be installed just
finger tight at this time
due to lots of adjusting
needed later.
The compressor is mounted to the old air pump bracket arm on the
steel tabs that extend to the alternator
mounting bolts. It took some fiddling
but eventually bolted up securely. It
is important to keep in mind that the
pulley must line up with all the other
pulleys – that was the fiddling part.

thermostat housing.
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Drier

Ducts

The drier is installed next
on the inside left hand fender
well. Again, lines are to be
just finger tight at this time.

Flexible Lines

Some of the lines are supplied as just the high pressure
rubber hoses and separate
metal connectors. This is to
accommodate the many possible configurations and fine
adjustments to be made in the
footwell, and in the engine
bay. You will have to find
someone in town that can
The back side of the tensioner, locate this through front
properly crimp these fittings engine plate.
to the rubber pressure hoses
side before passing down into the pasonce you have configured the routing.
senger side footwell to the evaporator.
Some of the older mom and pop auto
A hole will need to be drilled here into
shops have air-con crimping dies to
the footwell and the kit supplies the
do this (the older the mechanic, the
rubber grommet for this.
better!) I had a couple of the fittings
crimped at the local auto-parts chain
Evaporator
and they leaked after charging the
This is the fun part because now
system and lost most of the R134A.
you are in the cockpit. Since most of
The original MGs had their air
the work will be in the passenger footcon installed at the dealer as an option
well, you might consider removing
and there was a standard way to route
the seat to get more room for yourself.
the lines. The line along the left fendAlso remove the glove box lining so
erwell passed all the way back behind
the brake master cylinder then forward you can reach through the glove box
along the heater shelf to the right hand to get behind the dash. You may need

First routing of belt, as you can see it is just grazing the alternator.
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Hi-tech narrowing of belt.

to loosen the radio console to maneuver the air hose, thermostat sensor,
and wiring across to the driver’s side;
but wait on this, you might get lucky.
The evaporator air box is mounted by
the two screws that hold the glove box
door and, in the rear, by two small
bolts that pass up through the heater
shelf which is really the top of the
footwell at this point.
I would recommend using long
bolts that you can tighten later to raise
the box up in to position because there
will be ducts squeezed in at the top of
the box too.

There are four feet of 2-inch
duct hose supplied which is
just enough to do the whole job
assuming there are no mistakes.
I ordered a couple of feet extra
because I know myself. The
two MG fresh air vents in the
dash are easily snapped out by
reaching through the glove box
opening and compressing the
tabs on the sides and pushing them forward out of the
dash. The old duct hoses just
slide off. The holes in the body
metal for these duct hoses must
be blanked off and caps are
supplied for this. Use silicone
to seal and a lap of duct tape around
the cap to ensure security. Since the
dash vents are rectangular and the
supplied 2” ducts are round, Nostalgic
supplied some adaptors that fit well to
the vents. A side duct crosses over from
the evaporator air box to the future
driver’s side vent and can be routed at
this time. Zip ties can be used to suspend the air ducts up out of sight.

Driver’s Side

The controls for the air temperature and fan speed are on the driver’s
pod and are pre-wired with plugs to

Final routing with the tensioner installed.
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Controls for the AC on the driver’s side.

pass into the passenger side air box
where the fan motor is located. The
temperature sensor tube is soft metal
and is already soldered to the back of
the thermostat knob. Care must be
taken when passing it across to the
right side footwell into the air box. The
rest is just mounted up and bolted up.
I went to a Goodyear dealer to get the
R134A charge of coolant.

The look of the interior as the installation is nearly finished.
44

Surprises!

Remember the part about needing the long serpentine belt for my
supercharged engine? I measured the
route and found I needed a belt about
five feet long and only four grooves
wide to match the supercharger pulley
system. Belts that long are supplied
wider and have six grooves. After some
phone calls, I found out that on the
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prototype, Nostalgic used a six groove
belt, but took a box cutter and cut
away two grooves to narrow the belt to
four grooves! Moss concurred that this
is done all the time with hotrodders,
etc. So guess what, I bought a fresh box
cutter blade and went to work.
Adjusting the tension was going to
be a problem because the compressor is
mounted solidly to the alternator and
even if loosened, there is very limited
movement. Also, the belt run from the
crank pulley to the compressor on top
just grazes the alternator pulley and
may cause slippage at the alternator.
These two problems were solved at the
same time by getting a belt-tensioning
pulley at Advanced Auto (Part# 89234)
and mounting it to the front engine
plate just between the crank pulley
and the alternator pulley. It works
great and the alternator can be bolted
up solid and never a worry about tension adjusting. The placement allows
the belt to curve a little more and wrap
around more of the alternator pulley

on its way up to the compressor.

Wiring

There is one power wire to the
compressor that operates the clutch in
the compressor pulley to activate the
compressor when switched on. The
3-speed fan also draws a lot of power.
The front MG radiator cooling fans
are also switched on when the engine
is hot. This power draw was too much
for my 34 year old Lucas alternator
and it fritzed out. This made a great
opportunity to install a GM alternator
which has a monster capacity to run
everything and more. I had to remove
some of the new brackets and go back
to fiddling and adjusting, though.
So that’s it! The first test was the
300 mile trip from Indianapolis to
John Twist’s Summer Party in Grand
Rapids and then back to finish the
summer around Indy without any
problems. I would be happy to share
any more info just e-mail me at DocEyes153@aol.com.

Made it to Grand Rapids from Indy.
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Installing Carpet
Article and images provided
by Dave Braun
Minnesota MG Group

O

ne of the first things
that Diane wanted to
do to her 1970 MGB
“Maggie” when she first got
her was to change out the
carpeting. The carpeting was
worn, it was fraying around
the edges and the floor mats
under foot were shot, especially on the driver’s side, where
under a previous ownership
they had suffered the ignominy of a leaky clutch or brake
master cylinder. Unfortunately, I could see many other Maggie’s carpeting was probably already a replacement
projects in store for the brave set, but it was quite worn, even seven years ago.
course, the perfect shade of red leather
little car that were a bit higher
interior. Prestige Autotrim Products of
in priority and that particular project
Birkenhead, Wirral, England, sent us
was delayed until the time came for a
samples of their deep red leather and
full restoration.
vinyl interior pieces and De-Lux Pile
The original carpeting set up in
carpeting, which was deemed a perfect
the MGB was a bit more utilitarian
match to our desires, so a complete
than you usually see today. There were
interior was ordered for Christmas
dense rubber sill covers along the door
delivery for installation in the spring.
openings, from the rear heel board
Prestige Autotrim makes the interiall the way forward deep in the foot
ors pretty much to order, and their
well, until 1976, when carpeting was
pricing is complete for everything
adopted in that area. Heel mats were
needed for a car; well almost, the red
standard in both foot wells, always
vinyl rear cockpit rail trim and the red
black, of course. The rear tonneau area
leather gaiter for the shift boot had to
was always covered with a removable
be ordered as extras. We also sourced
carpet panel so battery access could be
a matching red Bristleflex door edge
had, and the carpeting over the wheel
arches was fixed in place with an adhe- trim from MacGregor British Car Parts
in Canada. But the upshot is that we
sive, as it is today. The color selection
got exactly what we wanted for a very
of the carpet generally matched the
competitive price.
upholstery. The boot area was not carWe had removed the carpeting
peted but left as the body paint finish.
early in the restoration process, but all
When the wire wheel conversion
the pieces were kept in a large contracmorphed into the full restoration, it
tors’ garbage bag against the day when
was apparent that Diane had always
it was time to install the new carpet.
wanted an Old English White over
Also in the bag was the boot carpet
Red MGB, but instead had a British
which was in excellent shape, and
Racing Green over Black car, so we
would be reused, since it was black and
started searching for the perfect shade
would show little wear or dirt. As the
of Old English White paint and of
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The two-piece gearbox-propshaft tunnel carpeting we removed. Note also the relatively
rust free floors.

Maggie is largely a rust free car,
carpet was removed from the interior
especially in the interior. After all of
the contact cement used to adhere
the minor surface rust was removed
the vertical panels had deteriorated
from the flooring, we brushed on PORto a powdery consistency, which did
15 paint to seal the rust that may have
speed the removal. Sill carpet covbeen left behind and to protect the
ered the original rubber sill covers.
metal from damp carpets in the future.
It was an easy decision to remove
We did leave the old sound deadening
the cracked, worn-out sill covers and
repaint the sills during the
body restoration, but removing them required scraping
and a few choice words.
Another restoration item on
the list was to replace one of
the captive nuts for the seat
tracks. The nut had broken
away, and a through-bolt and
nut had been introduced as
a fix sometime in the past.
In the process of inspecting
the other captive nuts, a few
cracks were noted in the flooring around some of the nuts
and they were repaired while
we had the welder out. Having captive nuts does make
the eventual seat installation
much easier than trying to
work under and above the car
Diane is fitting the small pieces that cover the wheel arches.
at the same time, so it was a
Since she is gluing these in place, she is continuously checkvery worthwhile repair.
ing the fit against the adjoining panel which is removable.
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nicely together, it was time
to tackle the carpeting. The
first step was to lay out all the
pieces and compare the new
carpet to the old carpet. There
were some noticeable differences, but nothing that was
too far afield from what we
were expecting. Probably the
biggest change was the way
the tonneau area was treated
by the new carpet. Instead
of being a continuous piece
across the battery cover and
down the heel board with a
vinyl hinge of sorts to separate
the two, the new pieces were
joined by a Velcro panel to
allow for the removal of the
piece over the battery cover.
The POR-15 rust encapsulating paint and the Eastwood
The Velcro joint also allows
Thermo-Coustic Sound Deadener material is shown here.
the carpet to be folded away as
We elected not to place any directly under the seat area.
in the past for the same access.
in place between the raised stiffening
Another unexpected but less welcome
channels pressed into the flooring
change was the single piece gearbox
because it was attached very securely
tunnel and prop shaft tunnel carpet.
with no sign of rust from beneath, or
This had the potential to make the
in the small corner we lifted to inspect. carpet installation a bit less forgiving
We wanted to stave off both noise
without the overlap between the two
and heat in the cockpit, so we ordered
sections.
Eastwood Thermo-Coustic Sound
Next, we established our battle
Deadener Material. The butyl rubber
plan. I’ve worked on cars where every
layer acts as a sound deadener and the
single piece of carpet is held in place
reflective aluminum facing cuts down
by adhesive. Some of the adhesive used
on engine and exhaust heat by reflecthas been so strong that removing a
ing back the radiant heat generated by
carpet piece pulls the pile right out of
those items. Some folks maintain that
the backing, destroying the look of the
this type of barrier is not adequate to
installation. In an open sport car, horistop heat, but in fact, 90% of the heat
zontal pieces are going to come out
coming through the flooring is radionce in a while, for repairs, moisture,
ant heat which only can be stopped
and the like. So I was fairly certain in
by a reflective material and functions
the horizontal areas we would want
well even as the last layer of material
to use hidden snaps, which feature a
just under the carpeting. Since my
ring with three prongs. The thin ring
background includes thermal environ- disappears into the pile of the carpet
mental engineering, I was comfortable and the prongs lock the female snap in
with the choice.
place to the rear of the carpet. I found a
We left the new carpeting and
source on eBay and bought a bunch.
new leather seat covers off the car
3M makes a great automotive
while we went through the early
general adhesive that is not as aggresshakedown cruises of April and May.
sive as some of the contact cements
Once we were certain the car was operavailable, nor is it as aggressive as
ating as expected and all the driveline
their super spray adhesive. It is still
parts were doing their jobs and playing used the same way, both surfaces are
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sprayed with the adhesive,
it is allowed to set, and then
the parts are joined a couple
of minutes later. We used
this adhesive on the vertical
surfaces, to first secure the
pieces next to the rear wheel
arches, and the wheel arch
pieces themselves. We also
applied the contact adhesive
to vertical sections of the
heel panel just below the battery access, the front vertical
pieces at the firewall, and the
sills where the rubber sill covers once resided. In general,
glued sections go down first,
and the edges of the removable sections overlap the top
of the glued sections.
The hidden button snaps are nestled into a small cutout made
Fitting the carpet to the
in the felt backing of the carpet. The receptacle is held in
gearbox tunnel and continuplace by a thin ring with prongs that becomes unnoticeable.
ing back on the propeller
pronged securing ring through the
shaft tunnel with our kit was the most
carpet from the top. The female recepcomplex, because it wasn’t a molded
tacle is then fitted through the prongs,
piece, it was fitted and trimmed. We
and the prongs bent over to hold the
still had to do some extra trimming
receptacle securely in place. The ring
because Maggie has the vertical radio
disappears into the carpet pile for a
console, not the later angled console.
hidden snap. The same snaps were also
This was probably the most nerveused to secure the rear edge of the tonwracking part as a mistake here would
be quite evident. In the end, we elected neau carpeting over the battery cover.
Next, we located and attached
not to use any adhesive on the tunnel
the four lift the dot studs which hold
piece because jammed as it is against
the tonneau cover in place when the
the seats, so the piece isn’t really going
tonneau is used for a boot cover for the
anywhere. The same held true for the
hood, and makes for a cleaner installafloor pieces. They consist of a piece of
tion of the tonneau when it is not covcarpet that went under the seat rails,
ering the cockpit. Finally, the leather
and then a second piece that went
forward from the seats to the firewall,
and double as floor mats with the rubberized foot sections. The seats do a
fine job of holding the carpet in place
under the seat rails, and four hidden
snaps hold the forward pieces in and
yet allow them to be removed for
cleaning or drying.
To install the hidden snaps you
simply screw the male end to the flooring. The male end looks like a typical
button snap. The female portion is
attached by removing a circular bit
of carpet padding directly above the
The gear lever gaiter is stitched to the rubber
male fitting and inserting the three
isolator seal with stainless steel wire.
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The forward carpeting is in place, and only the gear shift lever gaiter needs to be installed.

gear shift lever gaiter was stitched with
home-made stainless steel wire staples
to the rubber gaiter and installed over
the gear shift lever.
A similar process was used in the
boot, with the carpeting attached to
the boot sides and the forward bulkhead with the contact spray adhesive.
The carpeting on the floor of the boot
is just held in place by the fitment of
the spare tire.
Installing new carpeting took
less than a day, and really dresses up
the interior of the car. To mark the
location of the fasteners for the seat
rails I used a small punch to locate the
captive nuts and then enlarged the
holes to a quarter inch in diameter
with an exacto-knife. By installing

the metal spacers and 1/4 inch UNF
bolts and tightening them down, I left
permanent indentations in the deep
pile to assist in locating the holes later
when it was time to install the recovered seats.
I’m glad we waited until the restoration was complete to install the new
carpeting, but in retrospect, if we had
purchased and installed a new set five
years ago, before we knew we wanted
an Old English White car with a red
leather interior, I would have been OK
with that too. So if you are thinking
of giving yourself and your car a little
boost in prestige, a new carpet set
won’t make it go any faster, or handle
any better, but it might make someone
a lot happier!

Torque Wrenches
Article and images provided by
Bob Vitrikas
MG Car Club-Washington DC Centre

T

orque wrenches, what’s going
on here? Torque is measured in
foot-pounds (ft-lb). One ft-lb is
equivalent to one pound of force being applied around a point, e.g. a nut,
using a one foot long wrench. Expressed in a formula: Force X Length
= Torque. Torque is typically applied
to a bolt head or nut (a fastener)
which is nothing more than a circular inclined plane or wedge. As the
turning force (torque) is increased,
the “clamping force” is increased to
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the point that the nut or bolt will not
come loose. At that point, sufficient
force has been applied to hold the two
pieces together.
The amount of clamping force required varies according to the application: i.e. –composition of the materials
being joined, use of gaskets, forces
exerted to push the two parts apart,
etc. The clamping force is determined
by the amount the fastener stretches,
up to a certain point where it will fail.
For very precise applications
like engine rod bolts, the amount
the fastener stretches determines the
torque applied, not the other way
around. Engineers will determine the
correct amount of stretch to arrive at
the torque figure you see in workshop
manuals. The amount of torque applied depends on several things. The
diameter of the bolt or stud generally
establishes the range of torque that can
be applied – the greater the diameter,
the greater the torque that must be
applied to stretch the bolt the required
amount to meet the clamping force
requirement. BE CAREFUL! If the
fastener is lubricated or plated, that
will change the torque value as much
as 50%.
Some cars have high strength
ARP fasteners holding their engines
together, when torqueing these fasteners, always refer to the manufacturer’s
suggested torque figures. They will
not be the same as you find in your
workshop manual. The torque figures
in your workshop are based on dry
(un-lubricated) fasteners. I encourage
you to look through your workshop
manual for torque values. You may be
surprised at how many fasteners on
your LBC need to be properly torqued!
OK, so now that we know what
is going on, how do we use a torque
wrench? First, there are two types of
torque wrenches. A “bending beam”
torque wrench uses a stationary
pointer that moves across a scale as
you apply torque and bend the beam
(the handle of the torque wrench).
The other type, a micrometer “clicker”
is more precise. The micrometer dial

found at the end of the wrench handle
allows you to set the precise torque at
which point the wrench will “click”
when it reaches the correct torque
setting.
Set the torque by coming up from
a lower value. I prefer the “clicker”
type. You must ALWAYS return the
micrometer setting to zero after use,
otherwise the wrench will be out of
calibration the next time you use it.
Never use a torque wrench to loosen
a fastener! When tightening cylinder head bolts, lug nuts, or situations
where two parts are held together by
multiple fasteners, always follow the
recommended tightening sequence to
distribute the clamping force equally.
Yes, it is important to torque your lug
nuts/bolts in an alternating “star”
pattern. Failure to do this can result in
warped brake discs!
It’s a good idea to gradually work
up to the correct torque value. Start
by mating the two parts and hand
tightening the fasteners. Then gradually increase the torque, following the
specified tightening sequence, until
you arrive at the correct torque setting.
Pull the torque wrench handle toward
you in a single smooth motion. Expect
to go through the tightening sequence
on cylinder head nuts 4-6 times. It’s
not a bad idea to do this for other
applications using multiple fasteners
such as lug nuts, thermostat housings
etc. After the first go at attaching a new
cylinder head, it is good practice to run
the engine for a while, let it cool and
re-torque the head bolts. You may need
to repeat this a couple of times. How
do you do this properly? Begin by loosening the fastener, backing it off an
eighth of a turn to negate the effect of
“sticktion” between the cylinder head
nut and the cylinder head surface and
the threads of the cylinder head stud.
Then follow the tightening sequence
to gradually come up to the specified
torque. Here’s a good video demonstrating how to use a torque wrench.
http://www.ehow.com/video_4754045_use-torque-wrench.html
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Tech Talk
Hi John,
I live over in the UK and was wondering if you could possibly create a video
on the joys of replacing a broken half shaft
on a 1977 MG Midget 1500? Pulling away
from some traffic lights the day before my
birthday (typical!) I ruined my first half
shaft. Initially I thought it was the prop,
then diff, then gear box. I think/hope a
broken half shaft is one of the lesser evils
here.
Anyway, if you could possibly create
a short video clip of things I’d need to look
out for when fixing this, that would be
great! I assume I’ll need to take the diff
out and find the broken end of the shaft,
but how do I ensure the axel casing is free
of metal shards? I was hoping you’d have
some top tips for cleaning everything up
before reassembly and offer advice on
how to check a diff on the bench for its
re-usability.
Thanks a lot,
—Rikki Pitt - an avid follower.
Rikki,
The splines on the diff end of
the half shafts are inherently weak
because of their manufacture – cut
instead of rolled as the involute
spline on the later MGAs and MGB/
MGCs. The Midgets have the same
problem as do the earlier MGAs and
all the T-Series. A shuddering clutch
or driver aggressiveness (dumping
the clutch to squeal the tires) aggravates the wear on the half shafts. Occasionally, wear in the differential
carrier, allowing the differential
wheels to wobble can also be a factor. Usually, however, a new half shaft
will last a long time.
To do the job best, remove both
half shafts, remove the prop shaft, remove the differential unit, and then
wash the inside of the diff case as
thoroughly as possible. You can use a
solvent (as diesel fuel) or your power
washer (but make certain you’ve
allowed the case to thoroughly
dry before reassembling and refilling. This is a perfect time to change
the seal on the front of the diff – but
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John Twist
Technical
Coordinator
MGB Driver
make certain you mark the position
of the nut – use a paint pencil on the
pinion, the nut, and the flange, and,
when retightening, turn the nut only
several degrees farther clockwise
than you found it (to account for
wear in the pinion bearings). Feel
the differential and pinion gears – if
they’re loose and wobble, then purchase new flat and conical washers
and fit those.
We rarely see a snapped half
shaft. Multiply that to the frequency
of my videographer (twice a week at
best) and the chance of him being
here when we’re changing a shaft
is very unlikely – but I will keep it in
mind. For sure!
Greetings John!
After detailing my engine bay in December, now in January, I notice coolant
weeping out of the head. (Overheating one
year back may have contributed?) I have
other heads I could use for replacement.
My question is: do you have any comments about the Moss replacement Alloy
Head? Is it worth it and any problems
with installation and down the road? My
car is de-smogged running SU carbs. —
Jerry Powarski
Jerry,
Approach the problem with the
simplest and least expensive options
first. So, torque the cylinder head,
bringing it down to 55-pounds. I
follow the torque sequence in the
workshop manual (a spiral starting at
the nut between the #2 and #3 spark
plugs). Loose one nut, oil it, then
torque it down to 55-pounds. Only
loosen one nut at a time. Use the
NAPA oil dye and watch for any leakage with a UV light. If that doesn’t
hold it, then get the head surfaced
and fit a new gasket. We’ve started
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using some composite gaskets from
a firm in Ohio – they are the same as
modern gaskets and just don’t leak. I
can provide the name of the firm if
you find you need a new gasket.
The Moss head is certainly satisfactory as a replacement head. Do
the math before you fit it to figure
your compression ratio. Because it’s
an aluminum head, you can easily
bump the compression to at least 9:1,
maybe even 9.5:1, without the need
for a higher octane fuel.
It’s been a long time since you
first came out with your father to
the Trade Conference I sponsored –
what? 20 years ago? Those conferences eventually morphed into the
British Motor Trade Association. You
should consider joining! Find us at
Britcar.org.
My cousin lives in East Amherst.
Someday when I come visit I’ll stop
by!
John,
Question: what is involved in converting from positive ground to negative
ground for a 1964 MGB? And secondly
converting to a Delco one wire alternator.
—Robert Striegel
Robert,
In October, 1964, the mechanical rev counter was replaced by an
electronic tachometer. It is only the
tach that offers a challenge when
converting to negative earth. The
starter motor, the heater motor,
and the generator work positive or
negative – they are field wound. The
wiper motor runs backwards but
it makes no difference. The fuel
pump originally had a condenser
and would work positive or negative
earth. For the past twenty years, or
so, the fuel pumps have been fitted
with diodes which work better to
reduce the spark at the points, but
when connected backwards burn
up (how’s that for safety – a burning
fuel pump!). The coil works either
positive or negative – some claim
that the spark is not as good when
reversed, but I’ve never noted a
problem.
So, all that leaves is polarizing
the generator. Reverse the connections on the battery. Connect the
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earth, ground lead to the chassis. To
polarize the generator, remove the
smaller wire (BROWN/GREEN) from
the back of the unit. Connect a jumper wire from the starter solenoid and
spark it against the exposed spade
on the back of the generator. Do
this twice -- Spark, Spark. Once does
it, but twice ensures you’ve done
it. Now the generator will produce
electricity with the same ground as
the battery. Start the engine and
the ignition light should extinguish
above 1000 rpm.
The tach? If you believe you can
remove the guts, unsolder and resolder some wires on the inside of the
unit, then write back and I’ll go over
the technique. Or, you can send the
tach to someone who can convert it
(myself, for instance) or Nisonger in
Mamaroneck, NY.
I have no information on the
one wire Delco. The problem with
the one wire units is that there is no
provision for an ignition warning
light.
John,
I am in trouble. I am trying to replace
the distributor in my 1975 MG Midget
and I pulled the vacuum line off but then
realized the other end was not attached to
anything. I looked in your book and some
others that I have and cannot find exactly
where the other end goes!!! Thanks —Rex
Smith
Rex,
The vacuum line runs from the
underside of the carburetor to the
vacuum advance unit. If that is not
correct, then it originates along the
intake manifold as I’m certain that
the advance works from manifold
vacuum, not ported vacuum. When
you time this engine, set the timing
at 32-degrees before top dead center
at full mechanical advance (about
4000 rpm), vacuum disconnected.
You’ll need a dial back timing
light. The original specs call for timing at idle or 1400 or so – but with
all these years on the springs and
weights, you really cannot be sure
that timing it at idle will give you the
proper timing at high speed. And,
it’s at high speed that you need the
timing spot on.
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Dear John,
I regret to inform you that my father
passed away a few days ago… A few years
ago he began to follow you on the internet
all the time. Until a few hours before he
went, he drove his old TF, he even got a
speeding ticket that day.
He always thought of you and admired your knowledge and friendship over
the big pond. He was a real MG enthusiast, in soul and heart.
We left his urn at a nearby place and
I think he can appreciate that I put the
MG TF ignition keys together with him for
eternity. All the best my friend,
—Jan Jr de Graaf • Belgium
Jan,

Your father was a wonderful MG
enthusiast. I distinctly remember
when you both came to visit me
in Ada – when you were flying for
Sabena. Later, he sent me an old Belgian game consisting of an octagonal
box – I believe it’s called pietjesbak
in Flemish.
The last time we corresponded,
last year, he was 79 years old. I told
him about my summer in Belgium,
working for the Supermarche Delhaize “Le Lion” in Auderghem, on the
south side of Brussels, in 1968.
I believe he shall be driving
that TF for all eternity! My great
condolences to you and your family.
Johannes shall be missed!

Can you believe it???? A speeding
ticket in your TF the day you die.
Lord, take me like you took Johannes!
John,
Greetings from Indy. Hope things are
going well. Have you done a video or an
article on parts cleaning? I’m currently
using kerosene in a parts washer, brake
cleaner, and sand / glass bead cabinets.
What do you recommend for SU carbs and
fuel pumps? Don’t need to hot tank
an engine block, but front suspension,
generators, starters would be nice. There’s
probably not a “one size fits all solution”.
Do you typically rebuild or replace the
SU fuel pumps? If you replace, do the old
pumps get tossed? I might be interested in
them some time in the future - Dave Du-

Bois is trying to train me to rebuild pumps
using his electronic circuit.
Cheers, —Bob Haskell
Bob,
The cleaning devices on premises
include: a CUDA machine. This is an
industrial dishwasher on steroids. It
uses hot water and a proprietary
soap solution. The water is about 180
and the nozzle force is dramatic. We
can sit an engine, a gearbox, front
suspension components, or lighter
weight items in a heavy basket
into this unit, turn it on for fifteen
minutes or an hour if necessary and
presto, all the built up muck and
hardened grease it GONE! It is SO
wonderful. You can use an old home
dishwasher in much the same way,
but it isn’t as effective.
Then, we have the recirculating mineral spirit tank by Safety
Kleen. This reduces oil and some
gasoline staining. After that, we
have several different coarsenesses
of wire wheels. Then we have the
glass bead cabinet – but the finish
it leaves it not “original.” Finally,
we have an industrial tumbler – a
deburring machine that uses little
pieces of ceramic in a water solution
and jiggles the components smooth.
Little examples of those machines are
available all over and they’re used
by those who reload brass ammunition. Finally we have the lathe – and
for anything round it’s a wonderful
way to smooth using varying grits of
sandpaper. I’ll make up a video of the
various machines – that’s a wonderful idea – thanks!
We usually rebuild the fuel
pumps. A set of AUB6106 points usually does the trick. If the diaphragm
is shot, then we get a new pump. I do
not like the modern “Hall’s Effect”
electronic pumps – the failure rate
is high – some don’t work out of the
box. The old fashioned pumps with
points always respond to a whack
with a mallet (or fist). AND, while I
know the diode pumps are longer
lasting, the condenser pumps “go
both ways” and won’t burn up if the
polarity of the car is changed. At
one time I had HUNDREDs of oil fuel
pumps but I sent them to Tom Ball in
Akron, Ohio, as he has been rebuilding them for years.
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John,
I have recently started having clutch/
transmission problems. If I start the car in
gear with the clutch pedal completely depressed the car tries to move forward. Also
at a dead stop I will get some gear grinding
going into reverse or first. It seems as if
the clutch is not completely disengaging
and dragging the transmission. I have the
Chilton’s and Haynes manuals, but
neither address clutch adjustment. An
inspection of the clutch slave cylinder and
adjacent bell housing, linkage and hoses
shows no apparent means of adjustment.
I have not removed the cover over the master cylinder to see if there is an adjustment
there but none is apparent on the diagrams in the manuals. Any suggestions?
Thanks, —Jim Kraft
Jim,

While I don’t know your year
and model, I’ll assume it’s not a
T-type. There are two problems
with the clutch – a failure to engage
(slipping) and a failure to disengage
(grinding as you have). Rebuild the
master, the slave, and change the
slave hose. The real problem is the
master cylinder, but if you don’t
rebuild (replace) these other components, my experience is that they’ll
fail soon anyway.
John,
I’m working on a 1971 Midget. The
clutch pulls out ok, shifts ok, if I sit for
a little more than a moment I get clutch
fade. The fluid is clean, with no leaks. —
Rick Armentrout
Rick,
There are two problems with a
clutch – failure to engage and failure to
disengage. You are describing a failure to
disengage which involves the hydraulic
system. If the slave is faulty it leaks, if the
slave leaks it’s faulty, if it doesn’t leak it’s
OK. Your slave must be OK – you said no
leaks. The master cylinder is faulty if it
leaks externally, but it can be completely
dry on the outside and have failed on the
inside. This is your problem. Any attention to the hydraulics should be complete
– in other words, rebuild the master and
slave, and replace the flexible line. If you
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just do the master, then something else
will fail soon – believe me!
Hi John,
I am currently looking for an
original BMC AM radio for my 1966
MGB. Where would you suggest
looking? Thanks, —Bart Finnel
Bart,
Try eBay, MGexperience.net, and
hemmings.com. There are always swap
meets around. You can run an ad in one
of the various MG publications: MGB
Driver (NAMGBR) and Classic MG
Magazine. There are plenty of them out
there – it›s just finding one...
Hi John,
Thank you for the YouTube videos
you post. I am new to the MG world and
your videos are greatly appreciated! I have
my first MG (white 1980 MGB) that I
purchased last fall from a fellow you may
know (Larry Campbell) in Middlebury
Indiana. You have worked on this car I
believe last summer sometime (repaired
electronic overdrive). It is working great by
the way.
During my endeavors in making
minor repairs and adjustments, I have
discovered a cracked manifold just above
where the catalytic converter mounts to
the manifold. I am asking if you could
recommend someplace to have this welded
or if you recommend a weld repair. I have
no experience in welding, however if my
memory serves me well, I seem to remember something taught in shop class (some
40 years ago) about preheating cast iron to
some degree using stainless steel welding
media. The manifold was purchased on
eBay that was sandblasted, inspected and
painted, assuring me no cracks were visible…Ok. While handling and assembling
the manifold in preparation for mounting, the cracks were revealed. My original
manifold has a 3.0 inch gaping crack
and believe this one will be an easier and
probably better repair. Thank you for your
attention on this matter and look forward
to hearing from you. —Lonnie Franks
Lonnie,
There are welding shops that
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can and will weld the cast iron – and
yes, as I understand, it does involve
preheating the piece. Once all this
is done, the mating flange will be
distorted and will need to be surfaced. You can also look for another
manifold on Hemmings, eBay, or
MGExperience. Or, you can take this
opportunity to change over to dual
SU carburetors – which is the BEST
carburetion you can choose.
Hi John,
My 1972 MGBs time has come to
replace the original headlamp switch
which is an early non-illuminated one.
Could you please give me some info on
your special tool you use in your video?
Thickness and width of the metal, bend
opening, and depth? I want to order the
correct period switch. It will be a bugger of
a job including removing the seat. I also
plan to replace the fan switch and install a
headlamp relay. Thank you very much for
your expertise again in all. —Bob Tresch
—P.S. I recently purchased a rare, original
NOS Lucas turn signal switch still in the
box. Correct for my car. What a find!
Bob,
These switches often fail from
the effects of the heat caused by older, high resistance connections. So,
please consider adding relays to the
high and low beam circuits at the
radiator diaphragm – so that the current required through the switch is
only a trickle.
My homemade tool is a U-shaped
piece of sheet metal. I just walked
out into the shop to measure mine to
find that it has gone missing AGAIN
– so I›ll have to make another. The
metal flanges are about 1/2» wide
and are about one inch apart. Sorry I
cannot be more specific.
Good thing to have found that
NOS switch.
Good evening sir,
Sorry to bother you with my MGB
problem but as nobody has been able to
help me, I wonder if you could give me a
trick. I’m from France and own a 1970
MGB US model.
My problem is particular: when I
start driving my car, the steering wheel

is OK and normal. I can turn left or right
with no problem. After five to ten kms, I
can feel a hard point, as if something was
locking the rack. I feel it when the car is
going straight. If I stop the car for awhile,
it starts ok again, no hard point, and after
a few kms the hard point is coming back.
I suppose that there is absolutely
no link between heat and the steering
rack but at this level I am able to believe
anything.
Another information: I changed
completely the front suspension and shock
absorbers. The left and right kingpin
seems ok and move free (I did not change
them). I also changed the tie rod end.
Last information, I wanted to put
some oil in the rack and noticed that the
small damper on the top of the rack seems
to be blocked and does not come freely.
Thanking you in advance for any
advice or help. —Best regards, Xavier
Xavier,
A well-oiled rack and pinion is
essential for smooth steering. When
you release to top elliptical plate
(two coarse-thread 5/16” bolts) the
housing that holds a plunger will lift
up a bit. Shake the rack on the left
side (driver’s side) and that will help
push that housing upwards. Grasp
the housing with some large pliers. Remove the brass plunger and
spring. Fit those to the housing with
grease for installation. Fill the rack
with 80/90 hypoid gear oil (the same
as you use in the differential) as I
show in my YouTube video.
About this hard point. Once –
only once – I had a customer’s MGB
on which the bushing or bearing
on the RH side of the rack had come
loose from the rack and was stuck to
the pinion. This caused the steering
to hit a “stop” which was overcome
if you turned the wheel harder. That
bushing is only on the RH side as the
plunger is on the left.
       
Hi Ho John,
I need a bit of advice on adjusting
the front-wheel bearings in our 1976
MGB. Any guidance and direction you can
provide will be very appreciated. As a footnote, I’ll be replacing rotors and calipers as
well. With Highest Regards, David Morris
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Bon Vivant, Raconteur, and All Around
Good Fellow David,
Just as a note, while rotors eventually
do fail, my experience is that the calipers
do not freeze and they rarely leak. Exercise them instead of rebuilding. And, as a
further note, “rebuilt calipers” are often of
indeterminate quality. Use the standard
rotors – the drilled and slotted rotors are
not necessary for standard road use.
The front hub nut (1 1/8”) should be
tightened to about 60 ft-lbs. That’s really
tight. Start your process by tightening the
nut. Judge the freeplay by spinning the
rotor. The rotor should spin freely but not
“thunk” when pushed and pulled (0.003”
freeplay max). The taper bearings are
held apart by shims, fitted selectively –
they come as a 0.030, 0.010, 0.005, and
0.003 thickness. If you’re starting fresh,
set the bearings up in oil and get a very
slight thunk (which will disappear when
you grease the bearings). If you’re using
greased bearings, then, again, select the
right number of shims so that the hub
spins freely but doesn’t thunk. I do have a
YouTube video up about this.
Hi John,
We are converting a 74 1/2 MGB
from a Weber DGEV to a set of early SU
HS4 carbs. We have the 1st gen setup with
the vented air breather back-plate (no
PCV valve). This set of HS4s do not have
nipples for crankcase venting. Our question is: What is the recommended way to
connect the crankcase vent from the front
side-plate without the later PCV puck
on top of the intake manifold or a way to
directly connect the carbs? Do you recommend connecting the crankcase vent to the
front carb air breather back-plate? Thanks
in advance for your help and suggestions
on this.
—Tom Reardon & Damon Daughtery
Tom,
The easiest method is just keep
the pipe on the front tappet inspection cover and allow it to vent to the
atmosphere. In this case, use MB
needles in the carbs. The next is to
find another front tappet inspection
cover and fit the Smith’s PCV valve
– that does offer positive crankcase
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ventilation and will keep the inside of
your engine clean. For this, use a #5
needle in the carbs.
In the case of the road draught
tube, use a breathing cap – and, if
you use the Smith’s PCV valve you
have to use a breathing cap, too.
Hi John,
Let me first say how much I appreciate your online videos. They are very helpful, especially for a hobbyist like myself.
I’m currently working on a project – restoring a 1966 MG Midget. I haven’t touched
anything mechanical since I worked on a
lawnmower engine in junior
high. That was a long time ago. At any
rate, I’m into this little car deeper than I
ever imagined. Got the head cleaned up
by a local machinist, and Elgin Cams here
in my home state of California did a mild
regrind on the cam for me. So far a fun
project, and TOTALLY out of my area of
expertise, so a big learning curve.
So... I need to ask you a very stupid
question. Why would anyone restore an
MG Midget? Actually, that’s not the question, and I realize there is no kind answer
to that question anyway.
The real question – I can›t figure out
how to get the darn seats out of the thing
so can finish up the body shell & get it
off to the paint shop. I can get to the two
screws at the rear of the slide tracks, but
the ones in the front of the seat track are
under the seat and I can’t figure out how
to remove them or even reach them with
any tool given the tight space between the
floor and the seat itself. I read a couple
of strings on line that say there are bolt
studs welded to the seat tracks with nuts
that are removed from UNDER the car,
but alas, my car has factory captive nuts
down below (just like the rear fastening points), and for the life of me I can’t
figure out how to get to the screws in the
front. Obviously, there is a way to remove
the seat assembly from the sliders, but I
can’t see how. Sad.... I can get the engine
out, but two little screws on the seat tracks
have me befuddled. I really hate to bother
you with such a trivial question, but do
you know how to get the seat off the track?
Help, —Vic Perrella
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Vic,

Why restore an MG Midget? The
answer comes from the same factors
as those used when someone spends
more than $10 on their cat. Gosh, we
had an animal neurologist who hired
us to restore his MGA. He had his
own MRI machine. For cats? About
two months ago I was talking to a
customer who had taken their dog to
Michigan State University (they have
a wonderful veterinary program)
and spent $5000 on it. Personally,
I›d spend more on a dog than a cat
any day – but that’s my choice. So if
someone is willing to spend $5000
on a dog which has to be replaced
every ten years anyway, why not
spend $40,000 on an MG Midget
that will last a lifetime (or two). But
that’s not what I am writing about.
The only way you can remove
those bolts without ruining the captured nuts is to either: soak them in
penetrant (break away, PB blaster, ...)
and try them each day wiggling your
wrench back and forth – don’t PULL
or you’ll wreck them. Or, move the
seat as far back as you can and heat
up the bolts with an oxyacetylene
torch until the heads are red – wait
until they lose the red color and wiggle – if they don’t come loose, repeat
– and repeat and repeat and repeat
until the bolts DO come loose. You
WILL be successful. You just have to
get them hot enough. Propane or
MAP gas probably won’t be enough.
Mr. Twist,
I’m looking for seatbelt anchor bolts
for my 66 MGB. The restoration people
neglected to install the anchors which are
now lost. Can’t find any replacements.
Do you have any used anchors you would
consider selling?
Thanks, —Dave Doerge
Dave,
There are many who offer used
parts for MGs but there’s only one
place I know about that will actually take an order AND send you the
piece within a day or two. That’s
Sportscar Craftsmen in Arvada, Colorado. I know he can help you out.

In the following, I have imbedded
my answers within the many questions:
Dear Mr. Twist,
I am a member of the MGB Register. I have an August 1973 production
1974 model MGB/GT at the mechanic
for installation of a transmission with
overdrive. It is my understanding that
the period-correct transmission is a black
label with top fill. Many seem to say that
this is the best transmission, whether it is
period-correct or not, versus the blue label
with side fill. The blue label, I am told,
has some thrust washer problems. I also
understand it will only select fourth gear
in overdrive. Further, I am told the rear
bearing in the blue label does not have
a spring clip holding it in place, which
causes problems.
TED – My understanding is that
the color of the aluminum plate on
the bottom of the solenoid indicates
the speedometer ratio. The top fill
gearboxes are 1280 turns per mile;
the side fill gearboxes are 1000
turns per mile. In 1977 the remote
control assembly (holding the gear
lever) was changed so that overdrive could be engaged only in 4th
gear. This was necessitated as the
TCSA (transmission controlled spark
advance) solenoid was to operated
only in fourth gear. As third overdrive is nearly the same as 4th, the
engineers simply dropped the 3rd
gear overdrive option – except in
the earliest 1977s. Those still had an
overdrive switch which went continuous in third and fourth – but
there was another microswitch fitted
at the front of the remote control
went continuous in reverse/second/
and forth. Wires in series, the TCSA
switch (and overdrive) would only
work in 4th.
Yes, there is a problem with the
sun gear thrust washer. The original
is often found above the oil pump filter, broken into two or three pieces.
My guess is that they were too thin
at the get go. My solution is to fit a
much thicker washer to the housing. We make up those thicker washers ourselves. The spring clip in the
OD housing, if there is one or not, is
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of no consequence as the two roller
bearings are drawn against each
other and cannot be dislodged.
The mechanic is offering me a blue
label transmission with side fill. I don’t
know what year. He hasn’t communicated
that or maybe does not know. He has overhauled/rebuilt it, and claims it will select
overdrive in third and fourth gear. I asked
him if he had bench-tested it. He said no,
it is not necessary. Several sources seem
to indicate it is better to bench-test a unit
and use an oil pressure gauge to see if 400
psi is achieved.
TED – The side fill is PREFERABLE
since you can fill the gearbox without
a lot of difficulty! But – you have to
make certain that the speedo ratio is
correct – chrome bumpers 1280 tpm/
rubber bumpers 1000 tpm. It is best
to bench test these gearboxes, but
it is difficult to set a device to spin
them at about 1000 rpm. 99% of all
rebuilds work just great.
I asked the mechanic to give me a
complete breakdown on what he did that
makes this unit better than a black label,
top fill, and this is what I received from
him: “Now, about the difference in the
1967 thru 1975 trans and the 1976-80
later trans. The internet and a lot of books
show different 1st gear ratios. Crap. They
are wrong. I have a friend who has the
original 1982 micro film of the British Leyland factory parts catalogue (this is what
the dealers used to use before computers)
and there is only one gear for 1st and for
the laygear. There is no difference in gear
ratios from 1967 to 1980 according to
the factory. In 1976, they heat treated the
gears to a higher and stronger degree and
changed the number to designate this but
nothing else was changed. They changed
the laygear thrust washers from free spinning to a tabbed design so the washers do
not rotate with the gear and wear out the
inside of the case as the older ones could.
They changed the material from a solid
steel to a bronze faced steel backing. The
bronze is the same material as used in the
Triumph, Jaguar, and most other British
trans. It is also the same material that
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NASCAR uses in their engines for rocker
arm bushings. The rest of the trans are
identical. The overdrives are the same
other than the gear ratios for the speedometer drive cable and these are interchangeable when the overdrive is disassembled
as yours was. The only other difference
in the overdrives is the color of the 1 1/2”
square cover for the solenoid. There is no
internal differences. With the better heat
treatment and thrust washers, the later
gearbox is better.”
TED – The note about the hardened
gears has educated me – along with
the note about the non-spinning laygear thrust washers. The note about
the gear ratio is correct, too. All the
gears are interchangeable from 1968
– 1980.
My questions are:
1. Which of the two would you install, the
black label or the blue label?

5. Do both the black and blue transmissions mount the same (interchangeably speaking)?
Yes
6. I have read one of your articles where
you suggest fusing the overdrive circuit.
What type and size fuse do you recommend?
Absolutely! There is no fuse
protection of this circuit and when
the overdrive wire chafes and dead
shorts, it burns up the wiring harness
from the left side of the dash to the
right and then down to the gearbox.
A catastrophic nightmare! Use a
10amp fuse.
7. I have read where some people suggest
having an overdrive indicator light on
the dash or the console to indicate when
overdrive is engaged. Someone suggested

a blue light. What are your thoughts on
this?
Not a bad idea, but you cannot
see blue in the daytime. If you’re going to fit a warning light, make it red.
8. If there is anything I missed, please
inform me, as I am only beginning to get
a slight understanding of this, feel a little
confused, and what to make a sound and
solid decision on such a major component.
Overdrive offers POM (peace
of mind). Your engine will turn 700
rpm less at highway speed. Theoretically you will be better mileage, but
don’t expect to see any savings. After
you’ve installed the overdrive you’ll
wonder how you ever drove the MGB
without it. I run overdrive in my Harvest Gold 1973 MGB/GT.
Thank you for any assistance you can
provide. Regards, —Ted Oster

Blue label
2. Is there anything missing in the info
sent to me by the mechanic, see above? Is
there anything else I should know about
this transmission? Should I use it versus
the black label?

Reminder: John Twist will be pleased to answer your technical query; you can e-mail
him at johntwist@universitymotorsltd.com or call during his technical hour of 1-2pm
Eastern, Monday-Friday.

All sounds OK, use the blue label
3. In rebuilding black or blue label, I have
the impression there is more than one
bronze thrust washer. Should all of them
be replaced in a rebuild, and is one better
than the other, and what is best?
The earlier overdrives have a
thrust washer press fit into the housing. The later ones have a separate
washer that fails. Use a thicker thrust
washer.
4. Are stock bearings the only choice
available; if not, what are the best bearings available for the transmission, and
should all the bearings be changed when
rebuilding?
The roller bearings rarely need
changing, always change the needle
bearings.
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Sell • Seek • Swap!
Ads here are FREE to NAMGBR members in good standing — please, no business or commercial ads.
Send ad copy with name, address, phone number and membership number to mgslime@swbell.net
or 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109. Ads only accepted in writing and may be edited for content. •Business or other ads by arrangement with Charles de Bourbon, Advertising Coordinator (see inside front cover.) Ads
run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains the right to refuse any ad it deems unacceptable.
The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.

CARS FOR SALE

PARTS FOR SALE

1966 Sunbeam Tiger – Red/Black; two-owner car

(same family). Rust free from California, now North
Dakota. Recently refreshed with new paint, replace/
rechromed parts as needed; new soft top, plus hard
top. A very nice car! $30,000; Jon Masley (701)
330-6883 or https://home.comcast.net/~jdmasley/
MGSafetyFast/Welcome.html		
050613

1980 MGB LE – Black/Black, 86,000 miles;
Overdrive, body in good condition, runs well, new
Robbins top zip-out rear window; garaged, well
maintained, Weber carb, new tires, GT rear springs.
$8500. Karl Schad, (540) 334-2915 VA
1091012
1967 MGB – Tartan Red with overdrive; chrome
wire wheels (5), Robbins top; tonneau; Have owned
car 42 years. Maintenance & restoration records
available. $9,000; Robert Anson, anson26c@cox.net
for photos and more info. RI		
070813

Weber Intake Manifold - Cannon single, side-draft

Weber carburettor manifold for MGB. Contact Keith
Feldott (269) 355-3427 MI		
030413

Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages
local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to MGB Driver. Information must include date,
location, and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance to the
MGB Driver Editor, 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109 or e-mail mgslime@swbell.net

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2012
• June 23............. British Car Show, South Bend, IN • www.michianabrits.com
• July 10-13.......... AMGCR Convention, Indianapolis, IN; www.mgcars.org.uk/amgcr
• July 14.............. British Invade Gettysburg, Gettysburg, PA; www.lancomgclub.com
• July 15-19.......... GOF Central, St. Charles, MO

NOS Lucas Switches – Fan switch for 1972-1976

MGB Part # 39915,Hazard switch for 1973-1976
MGB Part # BAU1088, Brake Failure Light Switch
Part # 39212 for 1972-1976 MGB. $30.00 each plus
$5.00 shipping. John Morris jmo3449456@aol.com
or (954) 895-1163 FL 		
030413

• July 17-21.......... MG 2013, Corvallis, OR • www.mg-2013.com
• July 21.............. British Car Show, Essex, ON; www.wdmgc.com
• July 27.............. Show of Dreams, Wolfeboro, NH; www.bcnh.org
• Aug 3................ British Car Day, Dayton, OH; www.britishcardaydayton.com
• Aug 4................ British Car Show, Hayward, CA; www.moasf.com/hayward/
• Aug 10-11......... Classic Sportscar Show, Alden, MI; www.twinbaybrits.com

Custom MGB Windshield - New chrome plating

on a refurbished frame. New Moss Triplex glass
assembled in the frame with a new seal. $995/MGB;
$985/Midget plus shipping. MG Dash - New Moss
1970 MGB – Black Tulip with overdrive. Limited
face dash pad kit installed over a refurbished frame
Edition wheels; English Sun Fast top; chrome rear
- MGB 68-71 and MGB 72-76 - $785 plus shipping.
luggage rack; automatic electric fan; car was stripped Roger at (763) 420-8159 or rljlolson@embarqmail.
down to bear metal no Bondo found; full tonneau
com or MN@comcast.net MN		
030413
cover. Speedo reads 34,636; I have put about 4000
miles on the car since it was purchased seven years
ago from Texas. Interior has no sun damage which
makes me think the mileage may be correct but that
no guarantee. Runs well but needs to be used. Would 1967 MGB project cars - Two 1967 MGB Raodsell for $6,000 or trade for a decent MGB GT. Consters. One original parts car and one 75% complete
tact MDGIGEOFFREY@AOL.COM SC
070812
car built from a new British Racing Green, Heritage
body shell. Professionally modified cowl. Suspension
and chassis is complete with new or rebuilt parts inWANTED
cluding coil over front suspension. Wiring and brake
lines are complete. New heater assembly, brake cylinders, calipers, fuel pump, gauges, etc. Most parts for
Experienced Mechanic – Hyman Ltd Classic Car
Dealer has an immediate opening for an experienced completion, many new, including disassembled high
classic car mechanic in St Louis, MO. Please contact performance engine with Piper fast street cam & kit,
balanced crank. Engine currently at engine builder.
Mark Hyman at (314) 524-6000
Nissan 280 5-speed. Photos on request.
or e-mail mark@hymanltd.com
MO
030413
$12,000 OBO. Located in OH. Paul Derov
(440) 552-9754 or pderov@roadrunner.com
030413
Wanted 1967 or older MGB roadster (or Canadian
1968 MGB with metal dash). Looking for a preserved
or restored example or a blend of the two. Would
consider a stalled restoration. I would prefer a car that
has been kept or redone as original-spec or close to it. Chrome Windscreens, Dash Face, MGB Seat Sets
– MGB Windshields featuring chrome frames and
Don Scott - tartanredmgb@gmail.com or call (707)
new glass, $995; MG Midget windscreen with chrome
942-0546 CA 			
050613
frame and new glass, $985; MGB Dash with new dash
face pad installed on refurbished dash frame for ’6871 and’72-76, $785; MGB seat sets, upholstered to
order. Choice of leather, vinyl, or fabric – plus selecTake advantage of NAMGBR’s
tion of color, pricing starts at $1125/set. Prices do not
Buy/Sell/Trade Classifieds
include packaging and shipping; core charges may
on our website: www.NAMGBR.org/classified
apply. Contact Roger at (763) 420-8159 or rljlolson@
A great way to find or sell that hard-to-find part
embarqmail.com MN		
070813
or that next project.

Selling or Buying an MG?

Where 2 ‘B

• Aug 15-16......... Grand Lake Tour, Grand Rapids, MI • kgrowler@aol.com
• Aug 15-18......... UM Summer Party, Grand Rapids, MI • www.universitymotorsltd.com
• Aug 23-25......... British Marque Triathlon, Hancock, MA • www.britishmarque.com
• Aug 24.............. Scottish Festival & Show, Old Westbury, NY; www.liscots.org
• Aug 25.............. Taste of Britain, Lancaster, PA • www.lancomgclub.com
• Aug 27-29......... Road Race Reunion, Put-in-Bay, OH • www.pibroadrace.com
• Aug 31.............. Classic Car Show, Lancaster, NY; www.buffalomg.com
• Sept 1................ British Car Show, Kansas City, MO • www.kcallbritish.com
• Sept 8................ Bonnets to Boots, El Segundo, CA • www.automobiledrivingmuseum.org
• Sept 8................ British Car Show, Chicago, IL • www.britishcarunion.com
• Sept 14.............. British Car Show, Wilmington, NC; www.bmccf.org
• Sept 20-21......... British Car Show, St. Louis, MO • www.stlouismgclub.com
• Sept 21.............. British Car Show, Newburgh, IN • www.sirbrit.com
• Sept 21.............. Brits on the Beach, Ocean Grove, NJ; www.pedc.org
• Sept 28.............. MGs on the Rocks, Bel Air, MD • rgl2mgbgt@aol.com
• Sept 28.............. Autumn in the Mountains, Hendersonville, NC • www.bccwnc.org
• Sept 29.............. British Car Roundup, Fresno, CA • www.valleybritish.org
• Oct 5................. Fall Out 2013, Winona Lake, IN; www.nilbmc.org
• Oct 5-6 ............. British Car Show, San Diego, CA • craig.m@roadrunner.com
• Oct 10-13.......... Fall GOF, Pine Mountain, GA; www.semgtr.org
• Oct 19............... British Motor Expo, Katy, TX • www.houstonmgcc.com
• Oct 28-Nov 1.... GOF West, Carefree, AZ; www.gofwest.org

Address Service Requested

NORTH AMERICAN MGB REGISTER
P. O. Box 876
Downers Grove, Illinois 60515-9998

